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The purpose of this Master´s Thesis is to develop asset management and its practices in case 

company. District heating and cooling systems operated by case company around Finland, 

Sweden, Poland and the Baltics form an enormous-sized asset base where some parts are starting 

to reach their end of life-cycles. Large-sized asset renewal actions are under discussion and 

maintenance spending is increasing. Financially justified decisions in changing business 

environment are needed. 

Asset management is one of the most important concepts for production organization which 

operates with capital-intensive production assets. Organizations profitability is highly dependent 

on assets´ performance. Such assets, like district heating and cooling systems, should be utilized 

as efficiently as possible within their life-cycles but also maintained and renewed optimally. In 

this qualitative thesis, empirical interview study was conducted to describe the current situation 

on how the assets are managed in the case company and to examine the readiness to implement a 

new, risk-based solution. Asset management revealed to be a very well-known concept. From 

proposed risk-based asset management point of view, several key observations were made. It 

was seen as a suitable solution, but further development will be needed. Based on the need and 

findings, several key processes and frameworks were created and also tested with a case study. 

Assets` condition monitoring should be improved, which would have a positive impact on event 

probability assessment. Risk acceptance is also a thing to be discussed further. When the 

evaluation becomes fluent in single investment cases, portfolio-level expansion should be 

considered and started.  

As a result, thesis proposes a solution how risk-based asset management could be performed 

practically in a capital-intensive case company in order to optimize the maintenance spending in 

a long run. Created practical framework is made universal: similar principles can be applied into 

multiple cases in case company but also in other energy companies. Risk-based asset 

management`s benefits could be utilized best in portfolio-level optimization where the capital 

would be invested to the most important objects from total risk point of view. Eventually, such 

approach would allow case company to optimize capital spending in a situation where funds are 

not adequate to cover all the mandatory needs and prioritization between the investment 

alternatives will truly be needed. 
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Tämän diplomityön tarkoituksena on kehittää omaisuudenhallintaa ja sen käytäntöjä case 

yrityksessä. Case-yrityksen käytössä olevat kaukolämpö ja –jäähdytysjärjestelmät ympäri 

Suomea, Ruotsia, Puolaa ja Baltiaa muodostavat valtavan omaisuuserän, jonka tietyt osat alkavat 

saavuttaa elinkaarensa pään. Suuria omaisuuden uudistamistoimia analysoidaan samalla kun 

kunnossapitokustannukset ovat tunnistetusti kasvussa. Yrityksessä tarvitaan taloudellisesti 

viisaita päätöksiä muuttuvassa liiketoimintaympäristössä. 

Omaisuudenhallinta on yksi tärkeimmistä käsitteistä tuotanto-organisaatiolle, joka tarvitsee 

pääomaintensiivisiä tuotantolaitteita liiketoimintaansa. Yleensä organisaation kannattavuus on 

pitkälti riippuvainen näiden laitteiden suorituskyvystä. Tällaiset laitekokonaisuudet, kuten 

kaukolämpö ja –jäähdytys järjestelmä, tulisi hyödyntää mahdollisimman tehokkaasti elinkaaren 

rajoissa sekä huoltaa ja uudistaa optimaalisesti. Osana tätä laadullista diplomityötä suoritettiin 

empiirinen haastattelututkimus. Haastatteluiden tarkoituksena oli kuvata nykyisiä käytäntöjä, 

kuinka omaisuutta hallitaan case-yrityksessä sekä kartoittaa valmiuksia ehdotettuun 

riskiperusteiseen ratkaisuun. Valitun riskipohjaisen lähestymistavan todettiin soveltuvan hyvin 

case-yritykseen, joka kuitenkin vaatii vielä jonkin verran jatkokehitystä. Lisäksi työssä 

määritettiin muutamia keskeisiä prosesseja ja toimintamalleja, joiden toimivuutta myös testattiin 

case-esimerkillä. Keskeisimpinä havaintoina todettiin, että omaisuuden kunnonvalvontaa tulisi 

kehittää. Tällä olisi positiivinen vaikutus toimintamallin todennäköisyyksien arviointiin. Lisäksi 

riskin hyväksyminen on asia, joka vaatii jatkokehitystä. Kun toimintamallin käyttö saadaan 

sujuvaksi yksittäistapauksien osalta, laajennusta portfolio-tasoon tulisi harkita. 

Lopputuloksena työ esittää ratkaisun, kuinka ehdotettua riskipohjaista omaisuudenhallintaa voisi 

toteuttaa pääomavaltaisessa yrityksessä, jotta kunnossapito-ohjelmaa voitaisiin optimoida pitkällä 

aikavälillä. Luotu viitekehikko on käytännöllinen ja universaali: samoja periaatteita voidaan 

soveltaa useisiin tapauksiin niin case yrityksessä kuin myös muissa energia-alan yrityksissä. 

Riskipohjaisen omaisuudenhallinnan hyötyjä voitaisiin parhaiten hyödyntää portfolio-laajuisessa 

optimoinnissa, jossa pääomaa voitaisiin kohdentaa tärkeimpiin kohteisiin kokonaisriskin 

näkökulmasta. Ajan myötä tämä loisi case-yritykselle mahdollisuuden optimoida pääomaa myös 

tilanteissa, joissa pääomaa ei riitä kaikkiin tarvittaviin investointeihin. Tällöin tarve pääoman 

viisaaseen kohdentamiseen on suurin. 
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ISO  International standardization organization 

IT  Information technology 
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Mpuk  Polyethylene covered district heating pipe with polyurethane isolation  
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Opex  Operational expenditure 
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O&M  Operation & Maintenance 

P  Power [W] 

p  Characteristic power [W/m] 

PAS  Publicly available specification 

R  Characteristic thermal resistance [m°C/W] 

RA  Risk assessment 

RBAM  Risk-based asset management 

RC  Risk control 

RCM  Reliability centered maintenance 

SAM  Strategic asset management 

SAMP  Strategic asset management plan 

SIAM  Strategic infrastructure asset management 

SME  Small and medium-sized enterprises 

T  Temperature [°C] 

TAM  Tactical asset management 

TBL  Triple bottom line 

TCC  Technical competence center 

TG  Toll gate 

λ  Thermal conductivity [W/m°C] 
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3
 

1 Mega 10
6 
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1 Introduction 

1.1   Background 

Varying and unstable global energy markets are at the edge of change. In recent years 

unsustainably supported renewable electricity generation has turned electricity markets and 

pricing up-side down. Such changes steer strongly investments between the energy 

production assets. (Haas et al., 2013, p. 125-128) If similar development continues, for 

example, base electricity production will have no value in the future which might 

revolutionize the whole combined heat and power production concept. As investments to 

energy production assets are relatively heavy, managing upfront investments correctly and 

timing the renewal decisions right is now more important than ever before. As productive 

organizations are facing both the necessity to maintain and improve effectiveness in 

production but also reduce the costs in capital and operations, proper physical asset 

management is seen to play a vital role in business profitability optimization (Schuman & 

Brent, 2005).  

District heating itself is already an old concept in Finland compared to the other world. The 

base for distribution networks, power plants and other infrastructure has been in many 

respects built decades ago (illustrative example shown in figure 1 below) and most of it is 

eventually starting to reach the end of its life-time. Therefore the risks of major failures in the 

assets are increasing while at the same time the whole system is very important from business 

point of view. The possible escalating risks (lack of heat distribution and production, loss of 

electricity sales, shutdown of the power plant, alternative heat production forms, safety issues 

etc.) might have serious consequences measured both financially and non-financially. Major 

asset renewal actions are under discussion in the business and some of them are already being 

implemented. The decisions must be well fitted into strategic views and the phase of life-

cycle. Bandur et al. (2015) highlight the importance of asset management practices in 

optimizing the costs, risks and performance of the assets over the life-cycle on system- and 

portfolio-levels. A clear need for practical asset management can be recognized in order to 

unify the business objectives, assets and actions together. 
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Figure 1:  Existing pipeline dimensions and lengths is Espoo area during construction years 

1954-2015. (Fortum, 2015c) 

The maintenance costs are already identified to be significant-sized with an increasing trend. 

Allocating the maintenance funds on the right scale to the right targets is not although as 

simple as it sounds. It is detected that certain assets may have been over-maintained while 

some critical parts may have been neglected / not identified early enough. Risk-based asset 

management is seen as a solution to highlight the major risks related to critical assets and 

therefore to manage the assets in a new way. Baah et al. (2015) highlight that reactive 

operations on asset condition and renewal plans are often much more expensive than 

proactive ones. With risk-based approach possible failures would be easier to detect and react 

early enough.  

The organizational restructuration performed in case company’s (Fortum) Heat, Electricity 

Sales and Solutions (HESS) –division during this thesis created fuzziness in organization but 

revealed also a great possibility to unify asset and investment analysis actions all around the 

division. Asset related actions and management are not a new thing in capital-intensive 

energy company. Now, however, the new asset management team had a possibility to search 

and develop an universal practices to optimize and allocate maintenance- and capital 

expenditures (capex). Universal practices are a necessity because the new team operates with 

assets in several countries. 

Research area examined in this thesis has also academic value. Proposed risk-based asset 

management is relatively marginally examined way to perform asset management. 

Frameworks like strategic asset management (Maheshwari, 2006; Too, 2010), total asset 

management (Mahmood et al., 2014), condition-based asset management (Mergelas, 2005), 

sustainability-based asset management (Marlow, 2010) and different PAS 55 and ISO 55000 
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constructions have been dominating the field of physical / infrastructure asset management. 

Respectively, linear assets like electric wires, gas distribution pipelines and water pipelines 

are popular examination topics among the researchers. This sets own challenges as reference 

studies and practices are short but at the same time opens possibilities to develop new ones. 

The study has a true need in the organization where profitability is highly dependent on asset 

performance. Also the other energy companies are facing similar renewal challenges. For 

example, Helsingin Energia, energy company owned by the city of Helsinki, has a heavy 

investment program ahead to renew existing power plants or built completely new ones. 

(Helen, 2015). 

1.2  Research questions 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop asset management, especially risk-based approach, 

and its practices in case company. This thesis consists of three major parts of which each 

aims to answer on a single research question. As a result this thesis forms an overall and 

extensive view on asset management and its characteristics in a large energy company, 

especially in district heating business. Therefore the first research question seeks to represent 

and describe typical features and characteristics in the fields of district heating and asset 

management. Research question one is divided into two chapters, one for each theory 

reviews. The district heating part will describe the principles of district heating and cooling 

with views into both producing and distributing the energy. Production and distribution assets 

are discussed more extensively together with the life-cycle thinking and life-cycles of those 

assets. The chapter also takes a glance into the future trends of district heating and Fortum`s 

role in district heating.  

The asset management part focuses on defining the term itself right and extensively. 

Importance of asset management, especially in capital-intensive environment, is stated 

together with many different frameworks to subject. As a central theme, the chosen risk-

based view is taken into closer examination. Both chapters aspire to support each other’s and 

present a modern view on the research fields of both themes. As the concepts are wide and 

well-known, only the most relevant and common characteristics are examined and included. 

The research question is presented as follows: 

RQ 1: What are the exploited physical asset management practices in district heating and –

cooling business? 

The second part of thesis includes the results from the performed interview study. The formal 

interview study was conducted to find out the real, existing actions and practices to manage 

the assets in Fortum`s divisions. A wide sampling of interviewees were chosen for the study. 

The interview study also identified the attitudes and readiness to implement a new framework 

to manage the existing assets. As a part of the interviews, the principles of proposed solution 

were presented and the interviewees were asked to give feedback on the idea. The second 

research question is:  
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RQ 2: How the assets are managed in Fortum and what kind of possible development paths 

asset management has in HESS division? 

The third part of the study concentrates on utilizing the learned features and practices from 

both the literature and interview study. Views and topics discussed in the literature are used to 

highlight the basic principles in the wide field of asset management while the observations 

from the interviews are used to predefine the important and centrals themes from Fortum´s 

point of view. Research question three aspires to emphasize the most important processes 

needed to be developed and defined in order to perform practical risk-based asset 

management. For example, processes concerning capital approval, organizational 

responsibilities or way to perform RBAM in practice are needed to be defined. Finally, a case 

study is formed in order to demonstrate and see how the created frameworks and processes 

work in real life. The third research question is written as follows: 

RQ 3: What kind of processes are needed to be defined and developed in order to perform 

risk-based asset management in practice? 

1.3  Research methods and data 

This thesis is qualitative research by its nature. The theoretical parts of this thesis are based 

on the previous studies towards the subject. It includes both the latest research studies 

describing the future trends and present practices in fields of district heating and asset 

management but also older handbooks explaining the base principles. Theoretical parts are 

examined with methods like literature review, concept analysis and example cases. As case 

company has an extensive experience of energy business, wide knowledge and databases 

inside the house are also exploited. Such knowledge and data sets ability to challenge some 

studies differing remarkably from experiences inside the company. 

The empirical study of asset management practices in a large energy company is conducted 

by interview study. The interview study was used to find out what kind of asset management 

practices there already existed in the company and what kind of readiness and abilities the 

examined division has to perform chosen practices. The interviews had characteristics from 

both informal conversational- and general view approach described by Turner (2010). The 

value of interview study can be highlighted as the chosen interviewees represent extremely 

skillful group of people understanding the importance of production assets in capital-

intensive energy industry. Asset´s failure can have massive financial impacts on production 

but on the other hand, excessive maintenance is also costly. 

Finally, findings of empirical study are utilized to model a framework to perform risk-based 

asset management. Framework unifies the most important views highlighted in literature and 

interviews; scenario analysis, differently valued risks, scaling on portfolio-level, alternative 

evaluation etc. Framework can and must be at the beginning only used to evaluate single 

investments proposals but eventually it creates a basis for portfolio overview. Portfolio 
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overview can help to benchmark investment proposals and coordinate the capital spending on 

the most important and profitable cases. In order to demonstrate the created framework, a 

case study was conducted. Internal data of possible upcoming O&M investments was 

examined and the chosen case demonstrates the practical investment decision-making with 

risk-based view. The purpose of case study was to show benefits gained with framework, 

highlight needed development areas in future and solve a real business problem sustainably. 

1.4  Limitations 

This thesis is limited to Fortum`s HESS division and therefore to district heating and cooling 

(DHC) business. Assets like hydro- and nuclear power plants are thus excluded. To be more 

precise, concerned subjects are mostly discussed with district heating assets. Same principles 

are of course valid with district cooling assets but the cooling business is relatively new and 

has no immediate need for such asset renewal actions in near future. 

The assets discussed in this thesis are mostly physical production or infrastructure assets like 

power plants and distribution networks. Therefore they differ a lot from a term closer with 

finance and balance sheet; financial assets. These financial aspects are mainly excluded from 

this thesis. As thesis discusses optimizing and renewing the assets, it means the physical 

actions and analysis to replace, remove, repair etc. the assets as wisely as possible. This leads 

into another exclusion which limits the study into existing assets and systems. Practically this 

means mostly analysing operation & maintenance (O&M) investment proposals. Growth 

projects and the new asset acquisition situations are handled by another team in the HESS 

division. The asset management team however does some smaller growth projects but they 

are not valid in this thesis. 

With respect to asset management frameworks, proposed and chosen risk-based asset 

management (RBAM) is discussed and studied most extensively. An idea to examine more 

precise the potential benefits of risk-based asset management was born in an energy utility 

conference where few other companies presented and highlighted RBAM as an solution for 

capital-intensive environment. Other types of frameworks are also presented and evaluated 

but the study concentrates mainly on RBAM. In the field of risk-based asset management, 

two-dimension approach with event consequences and event probabilities is chosen to be 

examined more detailed. The thesis also concentrates on defining the external relationships 

between the asset management team and relevant counterparties. Therefore the internal 

practices inside the team are not defined. 

1.5  Structure 

The structure of this thesis is presented in table 1. It gathers together the discussed main 

themes with inputs and outputs to every subject. Totally seven chapters are comprised. 

Chapters two and three discusses of theoretical parts of thesis while chapters four, five and 

six cover the empirical examination and related findings. More detailed information is 

gathered into table below. 
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Table 1: Structure and themes of thesis 

Chapter Input Output 

Introduction The contents of this thesis as 

its entity and background 

information concerning the 

study area. 

A brief introduction to the subject, the 

background, the methods, the academic 

study and the limitations presented in this 

thesis. 

DHC System Literature in forms of 

academic studies, scientific 

articles and the books 

concerning district heating 

and –cooling. Also the 

extensive and wide knowhow 

inside the company. 

Extensive theory review of the most 

relevant and modern studies concerning 

district heating and –cooling, assets in 

DHC, life-times and –cycles of assets and 

the future trends of DHC.  

Asset 

management 

Literature in forms of 

academic studies, scientific 

articles, the books concerning 

the asset management and the 

ISO/PAS –standards. Also the 

extensive and wide knowhow 

inside the company. 

Extensive theory review of the most 

relevant and modern studies concerning 

the principles of physical asset 

management with its achievable benefits, 

different frameworks to subject, features 

in capital-intensive industry and the future 

trends of AM. 

Existing 

practices 

The idea of proposed RBAM 

solution, the structured inter-

view, the interviewees and the 

reference studies.  

A formal interview study with professional 

interviewees in fields of asset management 

and district heating. Best practices around 

the company. Possibilities and readiness to 

perform RBAM. Cooperation between the 

units in HESS –division. 

Proposed 

solution 

Findings from the literature 

review and interview study to 

highlight the key areas and 

possible problems needed to 

be defined, solved and 

included in risk-based asset 

management in HESS 

division.  

Highlighted areas are examined and 

needed processes, responsibilities and 

frameworks are created. These tools and 

methods are the minimum requirements in 

order to perform RBAM. However, 

continuous development is needed.   
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Table 1 continues: Structure and themes of thesis 

Chapter Input Output 

Case 

example 

Created processes, 

responsibilities and 

frameworks, their benefits, 

weaknesses and abilities to 

solve a real problem are tested 

with a chosen O&M 

investment proposal. 

The example case is solved as well as 

possible according the principles and tools 

presented earlier in this thesis. The case 

example revealed some challenges needed 

to be highlighted and solved to maximize 

the value from RBAM. Overall, it turned 

out to be a suitable solution to perform 

asset management in the energy industry. 

Conclusions Contents of this thesis, the 

key observations from the 

interviews, the case study and 

achieved results.   

Conclusive summary and compact, 

summarizing answers to research 

questions. Assessing the value for the 

company and for the academia. Ideas and 

needs for  future development in order to 

stabilize the asset management´s position 

and improve capital spending. 
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2 District heating and cooling 

2.1  Principles of district heating and cooling 

District heating (later referred also as DH) means producing the heat energy in centralized 

way. The heat is most often used to heat buildings and service water. The energy is also 

delivered to buildings (=customers) in its own separate network. Typically these actions are 

performed as business by public or private organization. Area heating is similar to district 

heating but without business aspect. Area heating usually means producing heat only for 

shareholders in area. Other typical features in DH are that heat is transferred from centralized 

production to customers in water or as steam. Most often customers are apartment houses, 

row houses, detached houses, public buildings, industry buildings or commercial buildings. 

(Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 25) Simplified structure of one customer and one production unit 

DHC system is presented in figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: Illustrative DHC system. 

District heating has its pros and cons. It is seen that district heating is one of the most 

environment friendly and energy efficient ways to produce heat. This is based on fact that DH 

utilizes heat from electricity production (combined heat and power production) or waste heat 

from industry processes. Production portfolio can be mixed between different production 

forms to increase production variety. Compared to heat production at locally in houses, 

district heating reaches major economies of scale and scope (Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, 

p.24). DH is seen as a very reliable way to produce energy. It is also very easy heating form 

for customer; it doesn´t require any major actions to maintain or use the system. 

(Energiateollisuus ry, 2014b;   Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 25) 
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District heating`s potential in the future is also seen bright. Increasing share of bio-based 

fuels, new renewable fuels (for example bio-oils) and new innovative ways to produce heat 

are just few development trends in DH. For example geoheat in Otaniemi, Espoo can possibly 

cover over 10 % of city’s heat demand in future (Fortum, 2014a). District cooling is also a 

relatively new concept with huge potential to expand as a business. (Energiateollisuus ry, 

2014b;   Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 25) 

The greatest threads and problems are related to finance and geology. District heating doesn´t 

fit in rural areas because of low heat demand density. Investments to production capacity and 

distribution network are also relatively large with very long payback times. Unordinary 

business structure has led in common practice in many countries that DH business is a natural 

monopoly which is regulated by public administration. If regulation doesn`t work or it is 

missing,  situation can lead to unhealthy competition and to lack of financing. Thus increased 

expenses might be transferred to customer prices. A great variation in heat demand in 

different seasons also causes challenges in managing DH system. (Energiateollisuus ry, 

2014b;   Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 25) 

District heating concept has expanded almost everywhere around the world. Nowadays DH 

business is practiced in Europe, Russia, North-America and Asia. Russia is by far the most 

largest market in district heating delivering over 2 330 000 GWh energy annually (Filippov, 

2009). For example in 2012, only in Moscow the total length of DH network was over 16 300 

km and contractual thermal load over 19 GW; more than in 2012 whole Finland together 

(13,600 km; 18,5 GW, respectively) (Kovalev & Proskuryakova, 2014). One of the fastest 

growing market area, however, is China. District heating starting to take off not until than 

1980s, China has reached heat sales over 2 810 220 TJ (~780 000 GWh) by 2011. The 

challenge that China will face in the future is that its production structure relies almost totally 

to fossil fuels. (Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 545; Zhang, 2013). 

District cooling (later also referred as DC) is centralized production and distribution of cold 

water for cooling purpose. Principle is similar to district heating with exception that heat is 

transferred away from customers. Overall business around DC is much more smaller than in 

DH. (Energiateollisuus ry, 2014a) District cooling is most needed in warm, tropical areas. It 

has its roots in USA but nowadays one of the largest markets for district cooling exists in 

Middle-East. There, the air conditioning might account for 70 % of peak electricity load in 

summer time, which causes significant extra costs for cooling and challenges for the 

electricity markets. Need for centralized produced cooling is enormous. (Ratcliffe, 2010; 

Gang et al., 2014) 

In most cases district cooling competes against local cooling options. Benefits achieved in 

district cooling are equal with ones in district heating. It achieves economies of scale and 

scope, it is competitive, reliable and easy for the customer. There are also no need for extra 
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spaces for cooling or condensing machines. Operation and maintenance actions are taken care 

by service provider. (Energiateollisuus ry, 2014a) 

Challenges that district cooling is facing are related to economics and population density. 

District cooling suits well in densely built areas (city centrums and office buildings) where 

sales volumes are large on small areas. There it might even be only possible solution for 

cooling if ground heating / heat pumps are out of option. In rural areas and for single 

buildings district cooling becomes easily economically and technically impossible solution. 

(Ratcliffe, 2010) Cold transportation losses also grow rapidly in summer time when network 

is expanded too long. Important technical challenge is to increase temperature difference 

between supply and return pipes. (Gang et al., 2014) Moe (2005) also highlights the 

importance to increase temperature difference. Its impacts can been seen in decreased energy 

consumption, reduced capital and operating expenses, smaller dimension pipelines, decreased 

equipment needed and in more simple systems overall. 

2.2  Production structure in district heating system 

Heat demand is very dependent of changes in outside temperature. In warm summer time, 

when heat load consists only of heating service water, the heat demand might be only 10 % of 

maximum load. It is estimated in Finland that at -5 °C heat demand would approximately be 

50 % of maximum load (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 41). This has led into situation where it 

is economically most reasonable to separate production units according their role in system. 

According to Koskelainen et al. (2006, p. 259) production can be separated in four different 

classes. These classes are base load, mid load, peak load and reserve load. 

Base load is used to cover the largest part of production. These production units are designed 

to be used as much as possible at full power. Usually these base load unit are thus run 6000-

8760 hours in a year. Important factors for base load production units are cheap operating 

expenses and high usability. Typically these production units are CHP power plants or boilers 

with solid fuel. Mid load differs from base load in running time and in operating costs. Mid 

load  production is also used a lot but not as much as base load. Important feature for mid 

load is that it must have reasonable costs also in part load. Mid load production is usually 

cheaper from capital expenditures but more expensive from operation expenditures compared 

to base load. (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 259; Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 513-516) 

Peak load capacity is built to cover high peaks in load in cold winter time or to echo fast to 

changes in load if others plants are incapable. Thus it is important for peak load to be fast 

available. Opposite to base load, capital costs are in peak load are usually low and operating 

costs relatively high. Operating costs for peak load might even be higher than average 

incomes from heat sales. That is why peak load production is used as few hours in year as 

possible. Normally this means less than 1000 operating hours in a year.  Most often peak load 

power plants are heavy fuel oil, light fuel oil or natural gas based boilers. Reserve load 

capacity is similar to peak load capacity. It is used if cheaper power plants are out of use. 
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Reserve load is in normal conditions used only little or not at all. Like peak load it must be 

fast, easy to use and cheap from capital expenditures. Usually it also means oil or gas –based 

boilers. (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 259; Frederiksen &Werner, 2012, p. 513-516) The 

classes described above are shown in figure 3 with illustrated limits (0-40 % by base load, 40-

60 % by mid load, 60-100 % by peak load). Presented graph is called duration curve. Load 

cover between hours 8000-8760 is covered with mid load because graph represents situation 

where base load (power plant) is shutdown during warmest summer season. Sizes of areas 

reflects the amount of energy produced. 

 

 
Figure 3: Example of duration curve. (Modified from Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 42)  

2.2.1 Combined heat and power 

Combined heat and power production technology has existed about 100 years. Frederiksen & 

Werner state a very important notion of combined energy production. According to them 

“CHP lies at the heart of the whole idea of district heating”. The basic idea in combined heat 

and power production, also known as co-production, is to recycle the heat which would 

otherwise be wasted (Kelly & Pollitt, 2010). This has a major impact on total efficiency of 

produced energy. Total efficiency in large CHP power plants is typically 85-90 % 

(Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 300). Nock et al. (2012) also state that CHP production has a 

major role in decreasing pollutants such CO2 emissions, nitrogen oxide or sulfur dioxide.  

CHP production can be split into three categories. Large CHPs represent the oldest way to 

cogenerate energy. Small and micro-sized CHPs are newer technology. There are no specific 

size limits but large plants total power is usually measured in tens or hundreds of mega-watts 

while micro-sized can be as small as tens of kilo-watts. (Nock et al., 2012) 
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One of the most used CHP applications in the world is open cycle gas turbine. As a concept it 

is rather simple to understand. Air (1) is compressed in compressor (2) where its pressure and 

temperature rises. Pressurized air is led into combustion chamber (3) where it is mixed with 

fuel (4) and burned. Temperature of combustion gases is increased exceedingly. Next, 

combustion gases are led into turbine (5) where they expand. This leads into decrease of 

pressure and temperature. Turbine and compressor are installed to shaft with generator (6) 

which produces electricity. This process has relatively weak efficiency; only about 35 %.  

Efficiency can however be improved much. Usually exhaust gases (7) are relatively hot (350-

550 °C) after turbine. According to principles of CHP production, by cooling these exhaust 

gases, waste heat can be recovered to be utilized in heat production. This is done in heat 

exchanger (8) where exhaust gases heat content is transformed into water. One way to utilize 

the heat is to use HRSG (Heat recovery steam boiler, 8). Utilized heat in HRSG can therefore 

be used heating the water circulating in DH network (9). (Frederiksen & Werner, 2012 p. 

149-150) Principle of process is also modelled in figure 4. 

The most common challenges faced in CHP production are related to economics. Building 

CHP production is very expensive and capital costs commit very upfront. Yearly revenues are 

relatively small compared to investment and they are mostly achieved in far future. Long time 

interval causes volatility in energy prices; sales and revenues are not likely the same after 25 

years than at the moment of investment. This is seen as an increased risk. Often this 

uncertainty may lead investors to search cheaper concepts compared to CHP production. 

(Kelly & Pollitt, 2010) 

 
Figure 4: Principles of simplified gas turbine CHP. 

2.2.2 Heat-only boilers 

Heat-only boilers (later also referred as HOBs) produce only heat. Simplified HOB plants 

consist of furnace where fuel is burned. Hot exhaust gases are used to heat water in primary 

circulation. Primary circuit is connected to heat exchangers where the primary water is used 
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to heat circulating water in DH network (secondary circuit). Efficiency in heat-only boilers is 

typically 82-93% although it is highly dependent of fuel and driven load (compared to 

maximum load). The most significant heat losses in HOB production are flue gas losses. 

(Koskelainen et al., 2006, p.282)   

Earlier heat-only boilers were mainly used as mid-, peak- or reserve load purposes in large 

scale energy production. (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p.259) Nowadays heat only boilers have 

developed to be even more efficient. Almost every new HOB is equipped with economizer, 

intake air preheater, flue gas cleaning, flue gas condenser or some sort of combination of the 

above-mentioned. Technology development has led into situation where, for example, waste 

burning heat-only boilers are part of base load when sized well. (Kaltschmitt et al., 2012, p. 

1641-1646; Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 246) 

The most common fuels used in HOBs are coal, oil (heavy and light), natural gas, wood and 

waste. There are three most common furnace types that divides boilers into three category. 

Fixed bed combustion, also called a grate furnace, means that fuel is supplied to moving grate 

where it burns. In fluidized bed boiler primary air, bed material (for example sand) and fuel 

forms a bed where burning happens. There are different modifications of fluidized bed 

depending on velocity of gas in bed. Last but not least is pulverized fuel combustion. It means 

that burned fuel (coal, wood, peat etc.) is pulverized to homogenous particles before feeding 

to furnace with primary air. (Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 123-131) 

As stated earlier, HOBs produce only heat. While missing very expensive turbine & generator 

structure, heat-only boilers are remarkably cheaper when measured in capital expenditure. For 

example turbine can add conventional steam power plants characteristic unit costs with 350-

750 $/installed kW (320-700 €/installed kW). (EPA, 2007) Respectively, HOB production 

usually leads into higher operating costs. Higher operating costs occur mostly because of lack 

of electricity revenues. (Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 244-246; 513-516)  

2.3  Distribution of district heating 

Distributing the district heat means the chain of actions to transport the heat content from 

power plant / heat source to customer. A lot has happened since first commercial distribution 

solutions in 1870s in New York. At that time steam was the most common way to transport 

energy. Today most of the heat content is distributed in hot water. Distribution networks have 

also expanded to huge sizes. Today even medium sized city can have a network with length 

of hundreds of kilometers. The main goals for distribution network today are low investments 

and operation costs, good reliability, small space demand and quick installation time. 

(Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 271-273, 541-545) 

Nowadays the hot water is most often transported in two-pipe system. The other pipe is for 

supply and the another for return. There also exists one-, three- or four pipe systems. One 

pipe systems is mostly operated for geothermal energy in Iceland without a return. In three 
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pipe system one extra supply pipe is for hotter water / steam. In four pipe system (mostly 

operated in Eastern European countries) there are two pipes for radiators and two pipes for 

service water. Earlier pipes were mostly installed inside concrete canals and isolated with 

mineral wool. These types of installations started to withdraw in Nordics and Baltics mid-

1970s and few years later in rest of the Europe. After that until nowadays the most used pipe 

types are polyurethane insulated, polyethylene plastic covered steel pipes directly buried to 

the ground. They are called Mpuk and 2Mpuk whether there are supply and return DH pipe in 

same isolated cover pipe or there are own isolations and cover pipes for both return and 

supply. Differences are also presented in figure 5. (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 137-138; 

Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 282)  

 
Figure 5: Principles of pipelines Mpuk (left) and 2Mpuk (right). (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 

139-140)  

Temperature levels used in district heating pipes varies very much. In extreme, the  supply 

temperature can reach over 180 °C in middle Europe when DH is used to produce steam. It is 

stated that high temperatures increase the temperature difference between supply and return 

line. This increases transform capacity of network. High temperatures also enables long 

transform distances between customers and power plants. In opposite lower supply 

temperatures increase power-to-heat ratio (and thus electricity output) in systems where CHP 

production is dominant. In Finland and Sweden supply temperature is adjusted by outside 

temperature. Normally supply temperature varies between 70-120 °C. (Koskelainen  et al., 

2006, p. 29, 137; Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, 462-463) 

Even though distribution pipes are in most cases installed underground, their existence can be 

visible. Usually when temperature is near 0 °C and there is little snow on the ground, 

surroundings near the pipelines might melt. These areas often become greener earlier than 

others in spring. These phenomena demonstrate heat distribution losses in pipelines. Heat 

losses in distribution are one of the largest losses in whole supply chain. (Frederiksen & 

Werner, 2012, p. 76-78)  

Heat losses can be calculated as illustrated in equation below. If there exists two symmetric 

pipes (one supply and one return, which is the most common case) formula 1 is valid. That 

formula can be presented in form: 
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            𝜙𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜙𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 + 𝜙𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = 2(𝐾1 − 𝐾2) [
𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦+𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛

2
− 𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑]                   (1) 

where 

𝜙𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 [W/m] 

𝜙𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 =  𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 [W/m] 

𝜙𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 [W/m] 

𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 = 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 [°C] 

𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 [°C] 

𝑇𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 [°C]. 

Yearly average temperatures can be used in TS, TR and TG. K1 and K2 are terms modelling 

thermal transfer. They both are defined separately but in this case they can be combined in 

form presented at formula 2 

𝐾1 − 𝐾2 =
1

𝑅𝑔+𝑅𝑖+𝑅𝑐
                                                               (2) 

where 

𝑅𝑔 = 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 [m°C /W] 

𝑅𝑖 = 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 [m°C /W] 

𝑅𝑐 = 𝐶𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 [m°C /W]. 

Rg refers to heat transfer from insulation to ground, Ri heat transfer from pipe to insulation 

and Rc from supply pipe to return pipe. Every resistance term has also its own calculation 

formula. For example ground resistance can be estimated with formula 3 

𝑅𝑔 =
1

2𝜋𝜆𝑔
ln [

4𝐻

𝐷𝑐
]                                                               (3) 

where 

𝜆𝑔 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 [W/m°C] 

𝐻 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 [m] 

𝐷𝑐 = 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 [m].  

(Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 203-206; Frederiksen & Werner, 2012, p. 76-79) 

Losses are estimated to be 10-20 % in small pipe sizes and 4-10 % in large pipe sizes. 

Relatively larger losses in smaller sizes occur because of greater pipe surface compared to 

transform capacity. (Koskelainen  et al., 2006, p. 203) 

2.4  Life-cycle costing and life-time of district heating assets 

Life-cycle refers to whole age of product, project, investment or service starting from its 

planning and ending to its disposal. Similarly, life-cycle costs refer into cumulative costs over 

the life-cycle. (Sinkkonen, 2015) The concept of life-cycle costing was established originally 

in United States of America Department of Defense where they discovered that O&M, 

operation & maintenance, costs might cover up to 75% of total costs in weapon systems. 
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Therefore only the information concerning the acquisition cost was not enough. (Asiedu & 

Gu, 1998) Simple life-cycle for product can be thought of consisting of phases such planning, 

manufacturing, introduction, growth, maturity and withdrawn (Bengu & Kara, 2010).  

It is hard to set a length for operation life-time for district heating assets. For example 

distribution pipelines lay down in the ground such varying conditions it`s difficult to set a 

certain age for pipelines. Persson et al. (2006) estimated that DH network pipelines would 

have 30 year operating life-cycle on average. Pipeline analysis made in Fortum slightly 

disagrees with 30 years statement. There still exists a lot pipelines built in 1950s which are in   

good condition, reaching the age over 60 years. There is also a great variation between the 

type of pipeline. (Fortum, 2015c) Mpuk and 2Mpuk (polyethylene cover, polyurethane 

isolation fastened to steel pipe) types of lines are estimated to reach even 70-100 years of life-

time. Koskelainen et al. (2006, p. 137) suggest that district heating pipelines should reach 

life-time of at least 30 years in 120°C continuous temperature, at least 50 years in 115°C 

continuous temperature and over 50 years in lower temperatures. 

Heat generation units such CHPs and HOBs have also varying length for operational phase. 

Many authors (Ghamidi et al., 2014; EPA, 2007; Ren et al., 2008) propose 20 years life-time 

for both CHP and HOB units. Some authors (IEA, 2010) also propose little longer, 25 years, 

technical life-time. Estimated life-times differ a lot from Fortum`s experiences. It is however 

little problematic to estimate use in years. There are lots of heat demand variation between 

the years. Also, in the areas where there exists several alternative production forms, yearly 

production structure might vary a lot between the production units. Therefore operation hours 

might be better indicator. Internal power plant data shows that some power plants will and 

already have reached the age of 40-50 years. (Fortum, 2012) 

LCC, life-cycle costs in district heating assets occur well in line with the basic life-cycle costs 

analysis presented by Marquez et al. (2012). The investments are very upfront with long 

operational life-times. The total costs are divided between the capital- and operational 

expenditures. Certain general life-cycle phases are named and exemplified with curves in 

figure 6 below. The steadily increasing total level of risk is also included to illustrate the 

reasons for disposal. Life-cycle cost analysis is extremely important when evaluating the 

investment alternatives. Such approach may easily and roughly reveal impossible and non-

profitable alternatives early enough to avoid bad decisions.   
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Figure 6: Basic life-cycle cost analysis (Marquez et al., 2012) 

2.5  District heating and cooling in Finland 

District heating is the most common way to heat buildings in Finland. DH has expanded 

almost every city and town in Finland. Approximately 2,7 million people are living in houses 

heated by district heating. It has the best utilization in apartment houses (95% heated with 

DH) and public buildings. District heating has market share over 90 % in Finland´s largest 

cities. (Energiateollisuus ry, 2014b) 

Development of district heating started in 1920s. Concept was ready to be implemented in 

late 1930s but World War 2 caused a delaying setback. After WWII district heating offered a 

solution for lack of energy supply. Concept was made to utilize waste heat from industrial 

electricity generation to heat buildings. Concept in Finland thus has always been based on 

combined heat and power production. This can also be noticed from figure 7 which presents 

total production shares divided between CHP and HOB production in past years. By the end 

of 1950s district heating had expanded to Espoo (1953), Helsinki (1957), Joensuu (1957), 

Mikkeli (1958) and Lahti (1958). (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 34) 

In the next decades public institutions supported the expansion by offering loans and 

subsidies. Benefits of slowly increasing district heating were noticed during energy crisis in 

1973. Returning to renewable domestic fuels increased energy independency. Finland 

invested heavily to domestic peat production which is still today seen as a remarkably high 

share of peat usage in energy production. Decreasing prices of fossil fuels after energy crisis 

opened market for a new fuel, natural gas. (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 34) 

In 1964 Lämpölaitosyhdistys (Finnish district heating association) was founded. Its mission 

was to establish DHs position and lead R&D -actions concerned to district heating. In long 

run this early commitment has been one of the key factors which has made Finland one of the 
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leading operators in business. Since 2005 Energiateollisuus ry has taken care of co-operation 

and interest supervising in district heating. (Koskelainen et al., 2006, p. 35) 

 
Figure 7: Yearly production structure between CHP- and HOB production. (Energiateollisuus 

ry, 2015) 

In 1980s and 1990s district heating networks expanded rapidly. DH strengthened its position 

in urban areas but also became popular and competitive in less populated areas. Local fuel 

supply had essential role in making operating profitable in these areas. (Koskelainen et al., 

2006, p. 35) District cooling again is rather newer concept. It has its roots in Helsinki late 

1990s and has expanded to eight cities around the Finland. (Energiateollisuus ry, 2014a) The 

greatest challenge that district cooling is facing in Finland is the overall low population 

density. The factor also decreasing the need for district cooling in Finland is the low full load 

hours during a year. 

In 2014 district heating and cooling business were worth of 2,35 billion euros (taxes inc.). 

Total sales of DH were 31 300 GWh and DC 191 GWh. District heating had market share of 

46 % of total heating market. More precise distribution of heating forms in Finland is 

presented in figure 8. Development of heat production has been very fast and linear since 

1970 (5 TWh) to 2014 (35 TWh). Important observation is the development in the amount of 

used renewable fuels in district heating production. That amount has grown almost 

exponentially in last few decades. This can be seen in figure 9. Overall, the trend to decrease 

the fossil fuels and increase the bio fuels has been significant in past years. At the same time 

CO2 emission have almost halved. (Energiateollisuus ry, 2015) 
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Figure 8: Market shares in heating 2014. (Energiateollisuus ry, 2015) 

 

 
Figure 9: Usage of renewable fuels in district heat production during 1982-2014. 

(Energiateollisuus ry, 2015) 
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2.6  District heating in Fortum 

Fortum is an energy company which core competences are at CO2 –free hydro and nuclear 

power production, efficient CHP production and energy markets. Fortum has a mission to 

create energy that improves life for present and future generations in a sustainable way. 

Fortum is also listed to Nasdaq Helsinki. (Fortum, 2015a) 

Fortum´s business operations are divided into three division. In 2015 the fourth division 

called distribution was divested. Distribution consisted of electricity distribution networks in 

Finland, Sweden and Norway and transform business. Power and Technology division 

includes business actions in hydro, nuclear and thermal power generation. Russia division 

consists of businesses in Russia including power and heat generation and sales. Fortum also 

owns 25 % of TGC-1 –power company North-West Russia. Third division, Heat, Electricity 

Sales and Solutions, is responsible for Fortum`s district heating-, cooling-, solar-, customer- 

and electricity sales operations. (Fortum, 2015b) 

HESS division operates DH business in Finland, Sweden, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania 

and solar business in India. In Finland, Fortum operates with three district heating networks. 

The largest network is located in Espoo. Measured in length, it includes over 800 kilometers 

of pipeline. Most of the production capacity is located in power plant site in Suomenoja 

which includes 6 power plant units with total heat capacity over 600 MW. DH network also 

includes 10 separate HOBs around the network with total capacity over 680 MW. The second 

largest DH network is located in Joensuu. Measured in length it consists of over 200 

kilometers of pipeline. Production in Joensuu is mainly produced at CHP power plant site 

located in Kontiosuo. Total heat capacity from power plant site is 139 MW. It will increase 

by 30 MW during this year when installed flue gas condenser is implemented to use. Network 

also includes 9 other HOBs around the city. Total capacity for them states circa 167 MW 

making total production capacity in Joensuu about 336 MW. Third district heating network is 

at Järvenpää. Network consists of two separate networks (Järvenpää and Tuusula) combined 

together with 8 km long transform pipe. Total length of network is about 195 kilometers. 

Most of sold heat is produced in CHP power plant site located in Ristinummi. Relatively new 

CHP (implemented in 2013 with power 45MW) is equipped with flue gas condenser (15 

MW) making total heat production capacity to 60 MW. The rest of the heat is produced in 7 

city HOBs and traded with nearby energy companies. Totally these heat sources have 

capacity of 132 MW (heat trade 4 MW) making total heat production capacity 237 MW in 

area. (Fortum, 2014b) 

In Sweden, Fortum owns 50% holding in Fortum Värme, which is a joint venture together 

with city of Stockholm. Company produces district heating, -cooling and electricity near 

Stockholm city area with multiple CHPs, HOBs and heat pumps. Total Värme´s DH assets 

have heat capacity over 6000 MW. In Latvia, Fortum operates in city of Jelgava with new 

CHP (45 MW heat; 23 MW electricity), identical with the one in Järvenpää. Network also 

includes few smaller HOBs (total 110 MW heat). The network itself is 77 km long. In 
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Lithuania, Fortum operates in Klaipeda and Kaunas. Relatively new CHP in Klaipeda (65 

MW heat; 20 MW electricity, built in 2013) uses mainly waste and woodchips as a fuel. 

Network in Klaipeda also includes multiple HOB plants (total 60 MW heat). The construction 

of CHP in Kaunas will be started soon. It is expected to be released on commercial use in 

2019. Fortum has operations at two locations in Estonia; in Tartu and in Pärnu. The larger 

one, Tartu, has a main CHP (66 MW heat; 22 MW electricity) and several HOB plants (total 

186 MW heat). In Pärnu, the main production structure is similar with Tartu. Main CHP (50 

MW heat; 24 MW electricity) is used as a base load. The mid and peak load is then covered 

with HOBs (total 70 MW heat). The length of DH network in Pärnu is 77 km. (Fortum, 

2014b; Fortum, 2015f) 

In Poland, Fortum operates in 5 locations. Zabrze CHP (311 MW heat; 73 MW electricity) is 

one of the largest plants Fortum has in Poland. Network is also feed with 160 MW HOB 

capacity. In Bytom, Fortum only has a CHP plant (319 MW heat; 55 MW electricity). In 

these two locations, Fortum doesn´t operate DH network. On the contrary in Wroclaw and 

Plock, Fortum only operates DH networks. The lengths of these networks are 510 km and 140 

km, respectively. Czestochowa is the only location, where both the heat production and 

distribution is operated by Fortum. Czestochowa consists of CHP plant (130 MW heat; 69 

electricity), several HOBs (total 207 MW heat) and 190 km long distribution network. 

(Fortum, 2015e)  
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3 Asset management  

3.1  Definition of asset management 

Asset management (later also referred as AM) has tens of definitions depending on author. 

Asset management is not a new concept but signs of growing demand for it can be seen. The 

term itself should attract every organization that owns or operates business with some kind of 

assets. (Too, 2010) The definition of asset management is dependent on the asset. ISO 55000 

standard defines asset to be “an item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an 

organization” (Standard; ISO 55000). Definition is very wide and it can cover almost any 

types of assets. Most often assets are categorized in subclasses, for example in physical 

assets, financial assets, human assets, information assets and intangible assets. The most 

common asset type is probably physical assets. It includes things such plants, machinery, 

built infrastructure, transport vehicles, roads, electricity networks etc. the list being infinite. 

Respectively, goodwill value and incorporeal rights are examples of intangible assets. 

(Hastings, 2014, p.6-7)  

In finance, the term assets have close relation with balance sheet. The term can be divided 

into fixed assets and current assets. Fixed assets refers to more stable and long term items 

which has value more than just in one accounting period. Current assets again are faster 

evolving things like cash, finished goods, accounts receivable etc. Acquisition of fixed assets 

cannot be handled as an expense. Yearly expenses of fixed assets are equal with yearly 

depreciations. In balance sheet assets have to equal with liabilities and equity. Together these 

three form a balance sheet. (Hastings, 2014, 9-10) This thesis concentrates on physical assets 

because they are the most relevant assets in this work. 

In British Standard Institution PAS 55, asset management is defined as “systematic and 

coordinated activities and procedures through which an organization optimally manages its 

physical assets and their associated performance, risks and expenditures over their life-cycles 

for the purpose of achieving its organizational strategic plan”. (PAS 55, 2008) Kennedys 

(2007) definition is close one with earlier. It sees asset management as a life-cycle 

management of physical asset in order to achieve defined outputs. Too (2010) has gathered 

together the best definitions for asset management from around the world. Conclusively they 

agree that asset management is seen as a continuing and systematic process. It is seen rather 

long term / whole life-cycle covering way to approach things. Connection between asset 

management and planning is strong. Also many definitions see asset management as a vital 

link between the risks and costs. Optimization is strongly related to asset management in 

definitions. Surprisingly only two definitions see the actions of asset management reaching 

beyond the boundaries, one as “a combination of management, financial, economic, 

engineering and other practices applied to physical assets – “. One definition states well 

asset management in practice being engineering and mathematical analyses in line with 

business practices and economic theory. (Too, 2010) Amadi-Echendu et al. (2010) highlight 
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an important feature for engineering asset management. According to them, all the asset 

management engineering actions should aim on optimizing the return on investment.  

As described, definitions vary much. It is seen important that asset management should have 

standardized definitions and practices as some parties still see asset management as an 

attempt to highlight a new business word while doing business as usual (Liyanage, 2012). 

This has led into development of British standard PAS 55 and worldwide standard ISO 55000 

–series. ISO series consist of three (55000, 55001 and 55002) parts defining meanings and 

actions to fulfill and implement asset management requirements in a company. According to 

ISO 55000, asset management is defined as “co-ordinated activity of an organization to 

realize value from assets.” (Standards, ISO 55000) It can be noticed that the definition again 

is very wide and general. Thus it is needed to set further questions to understand what asset 

management involves. According to Hastings (2014, p. 10-11) asset management should 

consider and include topics of 

- recognize the needed assets, 

- recognize the funds needed to operate assets, 

- identify the need to acquire new assets, 

- provide the maintenance/logistic for assets, 

- dispose or renew the assets 

as efficiently as possible to meet the targets set for assets. More business-orientated approach 

is discussed by Komonen et al. (2012). According to them corporate related asset 

management is “comprehensive, fully integrated strategy, process and culture directed at 

gaining greatest lifetime effectiveness, value, profitability, and return from production and 

manufacturing equipment assets.” Definition can be seen to be more precise in defining the 

connection of economic value and the role of physical assets.  

History of asset management standards is relatively young. In 2004, the first version of PAS 

55 asset management standard was formed by British Standard Institution. PAS 55 focused 

most on the management of physical assets. In 2008 it was updated and split into two pieces. 

In 2010 International Standardization Organization (ISO) formed a committee to develop a 

more universal standard for asset management. In 2014 ISO 55000 -series was published. It 

consists of three parts; 55000, 55001 and 55002. 55000 defines overview, concepts and 

terminology for asset management. 55001 describes requirements for asset management 

system and 55002 guides implementation and interpretation for such AM system. (British 

Standards Institution, 2014; ISO 55000 standards for asset management, 2015) 

3.2  Importance of asset management 

Asset management provides multiple benefits when planned and performed well. It creates a 

systematic approach to decisions concerning assets (requirements, acquisition, operations, 

maintaining, disposal). Decisions are made based on facts rather than on visions and 
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assumptions. It is AMs mission to make sure that decisions really support business actions 

and that assets are aligned with corporate strategy. Asset management also provides internal 

data and portfolio of assets in operation. Thus asset management can help in meeting the 

business targets. Well performed AM should also promote risk management. (Hastings, 2014, 

p. 17) Properly done asset evaluation might reveal risks that would not otherwise be noticed. 

Increased level of consciousness helps to understand assets as an entity. (Baah et al., 2015)  

Asset management has close relation to life-cycle thinking. To be able to minimize operation 

and maintenance costs during asset life-time, one has to know the critical assets in system, 

stage of asset`s life-cycle and level of service required from asset. (Too, 2010) Blake & 

Taylor (2010) state well that asset management has changed the way risks are handled. 

Earlier risk was mainly seen as an unpredictable event which has to be avoided. Main 

attention in industry has been in high performance. With help of asset management, the risks 

are identified and measured more precise leading into situation where risks are actively 

managed. Maheswhari (2006) add that systematic asset management framework can provide 

practical consistency to maintenance processes and systems. It can lighten budgeting process 

and create business decision more viable. Asset management system can also be used to 

guide and direct staff and action towards more linear working method. 

Certain risks are detected if actions concerning AM are neglected. Marlow & Burn (2008) 

state that inefficient and impropriate actions to renew US drinking water distribution 

pipelines have led into repairing debt of billions of dollars. Hastings (2014, p. 17-18) presents 

a term “the asset death spiral” to characterize same problem. The principle of death spiral is 

presented in figure 10. Death spiral describes the chain of actions which eventually destroys 

the asset and its capability to earn profit. Left-side situation (1) describes the situation before 

the spiral. Asset has both routine and non-routine maintenance plus renewing actions. Most 

often this kind of asset is profitable but aging. Manager´s attention is located to elsewhere and 

instead of increasing the capital funding (as should be to maintain functionality), budgets are 

cut down (2). Breakdowns still exists and those have to be fixed. More and more of non-

routine maintenance expenditures are covered from shares of renewal and routine 

maintenance budgets causing an overall maintenance debt. The situation gets worse step by 

step (3) leading finally into the situation where almost the whole budget is used fixing the 

breakdowns (4). Usually this leads into a shutdown of the asset.  
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Figure 10: The asset death spiral. (According Hastings, 2014, p. 18) 

Presented situation is an extreme example of neglecting AM and maintenance actions. Less 

severe consequences might be higher unavailability hours or lack of communication between 

production and maintenance. This might lead into poor understanding of the large picture 

which might eventually cause problems. Common problem caused by this is sub-

optimization. (Hastings, 2014, p. 14-15) Kumar et al. (2012) highlight that the leadership and 

commitment of upper management is also essential. According them, researches done lately 

point out that commitment isn´t at the level it should be. Managers must also ensure that all 

key shareholders are noticed and informed.  

3.3  Asset management compared to maintenance management 

Komonen et al. (2012) admits that for many companies not so familiar with asset 

management, it can be seen only as a broader concept of maintenance management. Of course 

there are lots of common subjects between these two terms but they are not exactly the same. 

Thus they state three aspects making the major difference between the asset management and 

the maintenance management. The greatest difference is that asset management considers the 

whole life-cycle actions such planning, acquisition, operations, maintenance and disposal. 

Asset management concentrates on creating new ways and improving profit-making 

capability of production assets. Asset management also considers optimizing the whole asset 

fleet and thus optimizing maintenance actions. Similar approach is covered in Frolov et al. 

(2010) by stating that because of interdisciplinary approach, asset management cannot be 
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considered as simple maintenance optimization anymore. It should be holistic view of 

combining managing, strategy, risk measurement, safety, environment and human factors.  

Reliability cannot be achieved only by maintenance actions. Achieving a certain reliability is 

about life-cycle planning (acquisition, utilization etc.) and asset management. Williamson 

(2012) state an example of acquisition situation where an alternative with cheaper capital 

expenditure is chosen because of cheaper acquisition price in order to save some money. 

Therefore, total costs during the life-cycle aren´t taken into account. As a result option may 

turn into very expensive by operational expenditure (opex) during the life-cycle and in worst 

case it may never achieve the set levels of usability.   

Another aspect that asset management considers is “run-repair-replace-delay” -dilemma. 

Running refers into situation where nothing is done and operations are continued without any 

actions. Repairing means fixing the existing solution. Replace alternative means developing 

the new solution to compensate the existing solution. Delay isn´t a permanent state for a 

system or an investment. It conveys that something has to be done but the time is not suitable 

right now; as time passes by, “delay” status will change. As maintenance actions are more or 

less centered on optimizing the repairing, AM should at least pay attention more on finding 

competitive alternatives. To be able to choose between alternatives, inputs and outputs 

between options have to be defined. This requires relevant, up-to-date data. The “run-repair-

replace-delay” is one of the key concerns AM has to tackle in order to add value to business. 

(Bharadwaj et al., 2012)  

3.4  Strategic, tactical and operational asset management 

Asset management can be classified into three levels. Strategic asset management (referred 

also as SAM) is the most long-term view of asset management practices. It often includes 

things related to overall policy, strategy and budgets decided on a company level. Practically 

it means matching organization´s assets with organization`s strategic lines. One way to 

perform SAM can be conducting a strategic asset management plan (SAMP). It includes 

descriptions of existing assets, condition and criticality of assets, role and importance of 

assets, future expectations for assets, markets, regulation, technology etc. ISO 55000 defines 

SAMP as a “documented information that specifies how organizational objectives are to be 

converted into asset management objectives –“. Two important factors to succeed in SAM 

are people and the process. These are highlighted because after all people are the ones doing 

the real decisions and actions. But because people change and retire the process is needed in 

order to achieve continuity. (Marlow & Burn, 2008; Maheshwari, 2006) 

Between the present and future views there is an approach called tactical asset management 

(TAM). It is also stated to include practices in medium-term time horizon. This might be 

reason why some researchers also use term practical asset management to describe the same 

situation. TAM-level actions are often described by questions of how, when are where. This 

is also the reason why information and data in tactical asset management level has to be more 
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precise compared to strategic-level. Finally the most concrete daily actions would be part of 

operative asset management. This term is however not used often because O&M (operations 

and maintenance) describes these activities better. O&M include every day renewal and 

maintenance actions performed according strategic and tactical levels. From these three levels 

O&M has the most short-time horizon. Relation between these three concepts is presented 

also in figure 11. (Kumar et al., 2012; Marlow & Burn, 2008) 

 
Figure 11: Different levels of asset management. (According Marlow & Burn, 2008) 

Respectively, three typical roles can be found from these views to the subject. Asset owner is 

connected to strategic AM. Owner defines the values, limits and targets and provides the 

money / budget for the asset related actions. It might be for example board of directors, CAO 

(chief asset officer) or head of business unit. Owner delegates more precise planning of 

actions to asset manager. In practice asset manager means usually the asset management 

department. Asset manager translates strategic lines into tactics. This includes possible 

actions, investment proposals and decisions what will finally be done. Asset manager is 

responsible for finding the most optimal solutions to typical problems and themes such 

meeting the acceptable risk levels and helping to achieve availability targets. Finally the 

service provider is responsible of realizing the O&M and asset actions as efficiently as 

possible. Trend today seems to be that service providing isn’t seen as a core asset 

management and thus it is often outsourced. One must however remember that the 

implementation is often the most practical phase and even the best plan doesn´t create value 

without a good implementation. (Balzer & Schorn, 2015, p. 10-13; Kumar et al., 2012; 

Marlow & Burn, 2008; Mutsaers, 2015) 

Another view from power sector is presented by Mehairjan et al. (2015). They define asset 

management in two levels; based on the types of risks and the triple level. By triple level they 
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mean strategic, tactical and operational stages. Risks are defined into technical and non-

technical ones. Technical risks are comparable with short-term risks; risks that asset or 

systems fails during their life-times. On the other hand, non-technical risks describe more 

long-term risks; far beyond the life-cycles of single assets or systems such market- and 

demand changes. Precise description of contents is presented below in table 2. The two 

triangles inside the table present the focus areas in both views: in short-term technical risks, 

the assets condition is the key in risk identification while in the long-term the requirements in 

future play the major role. Similarly, these views can be expanded to cover the needed key 

actions from different levels of asset management in the short- and long-term. 

Table 2: Different levels of asset management in different time perspectives in power sector. 

(According Mehairjan et al., 2015) 

  Technical (short-term) risks Non-technical (long-term) risks 

Strategic AM -Manage KPIs and risks of asset 

portfolio 

-Identify requirements on the future 

network 

Tactical AM -Assess risks of asset systems 

-Replacement scheduling and 

maintenance planning 

-Design asset systems 

-Design preventive maintenance 

plans 

Operational AM -Assess assets condition 

-Maintenance and diagnosis 

scheduling 

-Gain knowledge on assets 

3.5  Features of asset management in capital-intensive industry  

Capital-intensive industry means business which requires a large amount of money and other 

financial resources to be able to produce services or goods. Investments tend to be very up-

front. Often capital-intensive companies aspire economies of scale and high market shares in 

order to complicate competitors entering the market. Typical feature for capital-intensive 

company is high level of depreciation and fixed assets in balance sheet. (Investopedia, 2015) 

Infrastructure asset management (IAM) is one term related to capital-intensive industries. 

Infrastructure assets (roads, pipelines, telecom, electricity wires etc.) have usually much 

longer lifespan, even hundreds of years, compared to other physical assets. Long life-cycles 

cause major challenges in assessing the demand and needs for the future. Managing these 

assets have to be documented in appropriate way because asset`s life-cycle include many 

asset managers. If data is not documented, it is lost or it has vanished as a tacit knowledge, it 

is impossible to perform efficient maintenance actions to assets. Most often these 

infrastructure assets hasn´t any value at the end of life-cycle. (Herder & Wijnia, 2012) 
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Relative fast changes in markets and consuming habits have lead into situations that 

companies have not discovered before. Competition gets harder, importance of sustainability 

and safety issues are highlighted and the shareholders expect higher profits. (Komonen et al., 

2012) Another challenge that both Marlow and Burn (2008) and Rosqvist (2010) highlight in 

distribution companies is aging. Sewer water-, supply water- and DH water piping and 

electricity distribution wires are reaching the end of their life-cycles. On opposite, funds to 

replace these vital lines are however mostly decreasing. Same is stated by Bharadwaj et al. 

(2012). They have also noticed that increase in competition may require extended life-cycles 

for assets. The problems that capital-intensive companies are facing are related to flexibility 

and capital expenses. Usually these companies are not as agile as they should be. Changes in 

markets easily lead into over-capacity and low returns on investment. Rosqvist (2010) 

highlights the importance of capacity adequacy management in the capital-intensive industry. 

He suggests that the real options could benefit companies to improve the quality and 

suitability of their investments. 

Capacity is usually relatively “heavy” and case-specific which has led to very long life-cycles 

of those assets. Over-capacity causes pressure to decrease the prices. However, not all cost 

factors (such labor) are flexible for price changes in a short run. This reflects pressure to asset 

management; lower and better allocated O&M funds, higher reliability and more precise 

capacity development and optimization. (Komonen et al., 2012) Many authors (Marlow & 

Burn, 2008; Välisalo et al., 2008) agree that asset management is one of the key success 

factors if one wants to survive competitive in capital-intensive industry.  

To be able to manage the assets properly, one must know in what kind of condition they are. 

Marlow (2008) state that “condition assessment - the process by which the physical state of 

an asset is evaluated – often is portrayed as a cornerstone of effective asset management”. 

Condition assessment is a process to evaluate the asset´s capability to properly perform the 

assignments allocated for it. In many cases there is a general negative correlation between the 

failure probability and condition of asset. Marlow (2008) warns that operating in asset-

intensive industry without a proper information of asset´s condition is a dead-end future. 

Level of performed condition assessment varies widely between the industries and 

companies. However, condition assessment shouldn´t be problem in the future. Baglee et al. 

(2012) and Emmanouilidis & Pistofidis (2010) imply that technology in smart sensors, 

detectors and such is developing fast and prices are going down. This data gathering 

combined with Internet of Things (IoT) can revolutionize the whole concept of condition 

measuring and asset management. 

3.6  Different approaches to asset management 

Wide concept of asset management has led into great number of specific frameworks and 

models developed to fulfill the varying needs. Some of them are more common and known, 

while some are more marginal and specific-tailored. Stapelberg (2006) reminds that it is the 
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wide field of asset management that enables the wide variety of different kinds of asset 

management solutions. He states that AM framework could include things like: 

- strategic planning and decision-making, 

- ownership/stewardship and governance, 

- service delivery and risk analysis, 

- life-cycle costing and budgeting, 

- engineering and economic analysis, 

- data management and analysis, 

- condition monitoring and modelling, 

- usage, life-cycle and maintenance, 

- performance measurement and financial management. 

Sun et al. (2011) state well that different types of assets demand different kinds of actions. 

They divide assets into three categories; linear-, non-linear- and hybrid assets. DHC system is 

an example of hybrid asset. It consists of both linear (pipelines) and non-linear (pump 

stations, power plants) assets. Therefore these assets cannot be treated exactly the same. As 

stated earlier, this work mainly discusses and restricts on existing assets leading the 

discussion into O&M field. In operations and maintenance, asset management is strongly 

related with maintenance management. For that reason presented strategies include also 

maintenance management strategies.  

One of the most known concepts in asset- and maintenance management is reliability 

centered maintenance, RCM. Hastings (2014, p. 392-393, 397) describes it as an in-depth 

process where knowledge from maintenance, engineering and management is combined. It 

provides a logical chain of actions between functioning, reliability, safety and maintenance 

policy. One way to perform RCM is to set reliability targets and then identify actual or 

potential faults and failures which expose the reliability to danger. Waeyenbergh & Pintelon 

(2002) suggests that RCM process should start with failure mode effect and criticality 

analysis (FMECA) to form an understanding between failures, effects and criticality. Authors 

see this vital in order to understand the entity.  

Too (2010) has developed his own SIAM framework (strategic infrastructure asset 

management). Framework is developed for the need of three capital-intensive organizations 

(railway, sea port and airport). Model states that there are four most important business goals 

(revenue, asset utilization, customer value and cost structure) which are derived into asset 

management goals (market leadership, capacity matching, extended service life, quality, 

reliability, availability, compliance and costs efficiency). SIAM model itself consists of five 

core AM actions (capacity management, options evaluation, procurement & delivery, 

maintenance management and asset information management) which are seen as the most 

important. Each of five core actions consists of sub actions. For example, options evaluation 

include aspects such technical, financial, environmental, safety and service quality factors. 
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Marlow (2010) has identified three ways to perform asset management in water sector. 

Condition-based asset management is focused on examining the condition of assets. One step 

more sophisticated model is performance-based asset management. It aims to answer if asset 

is capable to do the job it was intended to do. The most developed model is service-based 

asset management. There the level of service is in the center. It aspires to find out whether the 

assets are capable to produce / deliver the adequate service that shareholders expect from 

them. All three model are operated both in short and long time span.  

In addition, Marlow (2010) presents new framework called sustainability-based asset 

management. Model is constructed around a term called triple bottom line (TBL). Those three 

objects on the bottom are financial, social and environmental aspects. In water sector 

example, they can be presented also as community, water utility and environment. More 

precise relations between three objects are presented in figure 12. Arrows point inputs and 

outputs of actions and materials moving between the components. Marlow defines the system 

to be sustainable when measured both internally and externally, the outputs exceed inputs, 

that is creates positive value, in all three parts. Even definition doesn´t straight include 

connection to asset management, it states that every asset operated by water utilities have 

connection to TBL which links asset management being a component in delivering 

sustainability. This is the base line directing decisions made concerning assets. 

 
Figure 12: Inputs and outputs of triple bottom line. (Marlow, 2010) 

Presented frameworks might be too heavy and ineffective for small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs). A survey done by Winter & Fabry (2012) reveals that the biggest reason 

for not implementing / using some maintenance models / concepts in SMEs is the lack of the 

systematic and overall view to maintenance. It seems that SMEs are not interested of specific 

or state-of-art -style models but overall view and practical maintenance actions and 

improvements. However there are also lighter (and simpler) frameworks developed. Sun et al. 

(2011) have developed relatively simple approach for linear assets. Framework is preventive 
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maintenance with variable maintenance period. They state that because of nature of linear 

assets such approach can be used. Time period between maintenance activities is defined with 

series of questions related to assets environment, age, criticality, health, legal issues etc. and 

mathematical reliability models. 

Kumar et al. (2012) have also developed a practical asset management tool. It is an extremely 

simple model of assessing and timing maintenance actions based on the phase of life-cycle. 

The tool is more like scheduling assistant but it may be enough for a smaller company with 

less funds to spent on planning asset management. Winter & Fabry (2012) have also 

developed their own “IH-check” framework for SMEs. It consists of nine sectors (figure 13.) 

which each of them is evaluated by nine questions. Totally these 81 questions and answers 

define the level of maintenance. Subjects are discussed in workshops with relevant personnel. 

Framework is extremely simple but with appropriate discussion, the needs and problematic 

issues can easily be highlighted. The  model can be used to analyse the situation but it doesn´t 

provide any actions to fix problematic areas. 

 
Figure 13: IH-check frameworks maintenance profile. (Winter & Fabry, 2012) 

3.7  Risk-based asset management 

One known way to perform asset management is risk-based approach. Risk-based asset 

management (RBAM) is handled as an own entity because it is the chosen way how asset 

management is wanted to be handled in a new asset management team in Fortum`s HESS 

division. The key factors in risk-based approach are condition monitoring, probabilities for 

events, consequences for events and the risk assessment. 

Rule- and time-based asset management frameworks (reliability-centered, condition-based, 

performance based etc.) have traditionally dominated the field of asset management. It is 
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however stated that more flexible and advanced ways are needed in order to operate in 

complex and competitive situations. While understanding and experience towards business 

and failures increase, related risk can be detected, understood and managed in more efficient 

way. Risk-based approach is therefore seen as a solution. However, it might not be the easiest 

solution for new and unexperienced company / organization to perform AM. (Bharadwaj et 

al., 2012)  

ISO 55000 defines risk as an actual or potential deviation, positive or negative, from the 

expected goals to be achieved. (Standards, ISO 55000) Hastings (2014, p. 250) state three 

important key questions which analyses the risk:  

1. What can go wrong? 

2. How likely it is that things go wrong? 

3. What happens if things go wrong?  

These questions are example of risk analysis performed in the simplest way. However, there 

is also another definition for risks behind these questions. Question 2 evaluates the possibility 

of event while question 3 measures the consequences. Therefore risk can be identified as a 

product of possibility and consequences. This is a common definition for risks used by many 

authors (Bharadwaj et al., 2012; Hastings, 2014, p. 251; Hillson & Hulett, 2004; EPA, 2008; 

Baah et al., 2015; Balzer & Schorn, 2015, p. 179). Therefore, it can be stated that risk which 

has little or no consequences isn´t overall significant even with high probability and vice 

versa. (Hillson & Hulett, 2004) 

Different definition is presented by Herder & Wijnia (2012). According to them, existing 

infrastructure assets (wires, roads, pipelines) can be defined as passive elements. This means 

they are used but not actively operated (except some possible operated elements such valves 

and switches). The use is defined by the users, not by the operator. Therefore risk means 

system not functioning as designed. Infrastructure asset management in operation phase can 

thus be defined as risk management. (Herder & Wijnia, 2012) Most often the risks are 

measured with monetary units (e.g. financial losses) in a quantitative way. It is 

understandable because numbers are easier to measure and understand. Other risks such 

environmental, safety, legislative, suppliers, reputation, quality of supply etc. are often 

assessed in qualitative ways and might be harder to measure or define but shouldn`t be 

forgotten. (Hastings, 2014, p. 255-257; Blake & Taylor, 2010; Balzer & Schorn, 2015, p. 183; 

Bharadwaj et al., 2012)  

One risk-related concept to be covered is a black swan types of events. By definition, black 

swan event is an event with incomprehensible or unknown little possibilities to occur but 

extreme impacts. Most often black swan case might be situation no one has even thought of 

existing. Therefore risk assessment is extremely difficult. (Flage & Aven, 2015) Such events 
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might occur also in DH business; for example extremely long minimum-temperature period 

together with failure of many power plants causing lack of heat production.  

Like risks, also consequences should be measured with qualitative and quantitative units. 

Problem of measuring is the same with risks: financial units, such repair costs and loss of 

production, are easy to define and measure but other consequences like loss in life (safety), 

contamination of ground water (environmental), breaking the law (legal), bad publicity on 

news (reputation) etc. might be much more harder or impossible to value. (Hastings, 2014, p. 

257) There are not any guidelines indicating which consequences should be involved and 

which should be excluded: consequence study should be always done case specific. Without a 

doubt, the consequences in DH business can be very catastrophic in worst cases like in 

Lithuania 2006 when accident in district heating distribution network led to loss of heat 

supply for thousands of people for almost a week in very cold (-26,5 °C) weather. (Valinčius 

et al., 2015) 

The other side of equation, probability, is also a challenging term. The probability can be 

defined simply and easily to “frequency or likelihood of occurrence of an event whose values 

lies between zero (impossibility) and one (certainty)” (Hillson & Hulett, 2004) but the 

problematic part is evaluating that value. Risk probabilities are possible, not yet happened 

events in future which cannot be measured. Thus the only way is to estimate. Hillson & 

Hulett (2004) have also examined factors affecting the assessment of the probability. 

Familiarity of situation, proximity of possible occurrence, personal relation to risk and 

possibility to effect on risk were factors improving most the probability assessment. 

However, there are lots of both mathematical equations, distributions and models offering 

some help. Most simple approaches are mathematical characteristics such mean values, 

median values and variances. Also different distributions (such normal distribution, 

exponential distribution, Weibull distribution, Raleigh distribution, Poisson distribution) and 

density functions might help the assessment of the probabilities. Mathematical modelling 

such linear regression, best-fit models and different correlations are also useful. It´s not 

always necessary to be able to report such exact values. Expressions like “low possibility”, 

“likely”, “40-60 %” or “once in a year” might also fulfill the need. (Balzer & Schorn, 2015, p. 

250-271; Hastings, 2014, p. 258; Hillson & Hulett, 2004) 

An important, not yet mentioned, factor in RBAM is the level of service promised to 

customer. Parsons (2010) defines term “serviceability” to describe ability to serve a customer. 

More precise, it is stated to be the continuing capability of asset system to maintain and fulfill 

the level of service experienced and promised to customer. It includes indicators measuring 

both level of service and asset performance. This is the vital linkage. The level of service 

agreed with customer has enormous impact on required asset performance. Asset 

performance again has linkage to risks and O&M spending. (Parsons, 2010) For example in 

DHC business, if your customers allows lower level of service, your assets don´t need to run 
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perfectly and you can allow them fail occasionally and therefore allow more risk. However, if 

customers requires higher level of service, failures and risks are less accepted. There is an 

important connection between level of service and acceptable level of risk.  

As stated earlier, DHC systems consists of distribution network(s) and CHP(s) / HOBs 

producing the heat. These two parts differ much from each other. Therefore there are different 

risks for both of them. Baah et al. (2015) have studied risk-based approach to asset 

management in sanitary sewer pipes. Study correlates extremely well with district heating 

pipelines. They have divided network into smaller asset pieces. Risk is defined as a product 

of consequences of failure (CoF) and probability of failure. In this example study, defining 

the probability of failure for every piece of asset was bypassed because it was done by water 

company’s asset management team. CoF-factor was however defined and created together 

with the impact factors and sub-classes. An example of impact factor would be pipe burial 

depth with sub-classes < 3 meters, 3-10 meters and >10 meters. Burial depth indicates how 

hard it is to get access to that particular pipe in case of failure. Each sub-class value is 

converted to points indicating the seriousness of value. For example, <3 m equals 1 point, 3-

10 m 1,5 points and >10 m 3 points. Finally scores of impact factors are fixed with weight 

factor. As a result, the higher score of points indicates higher consequences of failure. Results 

were gathered to pipe map. Pipe map with CoF-factor -highlighted pipelines is presented in 

figure 14. Different colors in the map represent a seriousness of the consequences from low 

(purple) to very high (red). 

 
Figure 14: Assessed consequences of failure. (Baah et al., 2015) 
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Power plants and heat-only boilers cannot be described as linear assets, so they need to be 

handled with different ways. Saedi et al. (2014) have developed their model for risk 

assessment at hydroelectric power plant. Their HIRARC model consists of HI (hazard 

identification), RA (risk assessment) and RC (risk control) actions. Model is weighted highly 

to safety issues but could be extended to assess also other types of risks. HI -phase is used to 

gather data of possible hazards with surveys, interviews, safety walks, checklists, accident 

analysis etc. After hazards on power plant have been identified the risks assessment is 

performed with traditional probability x consequences -technic. Risk assessment is the base 

for risk controlling actions. For example, low risks, such mishandling of auxiliary equipment, 

can be neglected but high risks, such leakage in lubrication system, requires immediate 

actions. (Saedi et al., 2014; Balzer & Schorn, 2015, p. 183) 

3.7.1 Mitigating the risk 

The risk-based asset management is all about mitigating the risk. ISO 55000 defines 

mitigation actions as risk controlling. Välisalo et al. (2008) defines that options to deal with 

the risks are: 

- accept the risk, 

- decrease the probability of the risk, 

- decrease the consequences of the risk, 

- defer the risk, 

- avoid the risk. 

Hastings (2014, p. 259-260) state that mitigation actions should be based on ALARP (As 

Low As Reasonably Practicable) -principle. Therefore avoiding the whole risk might be 

technically possible but usually it is very expensive. Often deferring the risk, for example 

with insurances from insurance companies, is not also possible or financially profitable. 

Usually there is a certain level of acceptable risks. Thus it is not possible to accept “more 

risk” than allowed. 

Preventing the event happening and minimizing the consequences for event are the most 

frequent alternatives. Practically risk mitigation means creating alternative scenarios for 

preventing the risk. Usually these alternatives include investments on existing system. It 

should not be forgotten that changing the attitude of workers might often be the easiest and 

cheapest solution. Erkoyuncu et al. (2015) have developed cost-benefit ratio for comparison 

of mitigation alternatives. Cost-benefit ratio is presented in formula 4. Investment alternatives 

can be ranked based on the amount of lowered risk factors (consequences and probabilities) 

compared to required capital- or operational expenditure (implementation costs). 

                 Cost − benefit ratio =  
Impact  reduction ∗ Likelihood  reduction

Implementation cost 
                                (4) 
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Also Balzer & Schorn (2015, p. 182) have ended up similar comparison between mitigation 

alternatives. Their model, effectiveness assessment η , is presented in formula 5. Similarly, 

Δrisk describes the amount of lowered risk level while costs of the actions means the price of 

proposed solution. 

                                                      η =
∆ risk

costs of the actions
                                                         (5) 

Mitigation costs are normally measured in monetary units. Therefore models are applicable 

only when changes is risk levels can also be measured in monetary units. Such approach may 

not always be possible.  

3.8  Asset management trends in the future 

As business environment and technologies are developing, asset management must also stay  

up-to-date. van der Lei (2012) have stated few possible future trends on the field of asset 

management. Importance of asset life-cycle thinking is becoming trailblazing way to operate. 

At this moment asset management is concentrating (too) much on operating and maintenance 

phases and actions. The role of asset life-cycle planning and acquisition is increasing. Internet 

of Things (IoT) and smart assets are already providing additional value for asset management. 

Some asset have capability to monitor their own condition by themselves and even order 

maintenance work and spare parts independently (Lee & Wang, 2008). Another side of the 

card is the enormous amount of data. Haider et al. (2006) highlights that the data is the key to 

succeed in asset management also in the future. They state conclusively that one cannot 

manage something what cannot be measured. van der Lei (2012) agrees that data can be 

collected from everywhere but without a proper use, it is only costly and time consuming. 

Earlier problems related to decision-making existed because of lack of data. Nowadays there 

might be too much data to handle. Data should therefore be in right form, available for the 

right persons and presented in visually correct way.  

Complexity of systems and networks is also seen as a challenge. For example, interconnected 

networks where there are not only one but several companies / organizations as owners 

complicate system significantly. A minor failure in one part can lead into catastrophic 

consequences in whole interconnected network. It is essential to coordinate actions related to 

asset condition monitoring and maintenance. As these systems grow and reach humongous 

sizes, asset management cannot anymore target on single pieces of equipment or machine but 

holistic view of asset base. (van der Lei, 2012) Thorpe (2010) adds that relatively new aspects 

such as sustainability will gain ground in asset management. This is in sound with 

requirements for assets to meet their objectives now and also in the future in a sustainable 

way. Long-term sustainable asset management can also promote risk management. 

Asset and investment decisions have nowadays much more interfaces than earlier. While 

earlier production asset were seen as “money making machines” adding value to low cost 

inputs under organizations decision-making, industrial assets nowadays and even more in the 
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future are exposed to complex environments where the profitability cannot be anymore the 

only driver. Power and influence of well-organized, non-governmental organizations have 

shown an ability to effect on decision-making and trendlines of industrial production for 

example in form of green values. Therefore the organization operating the assets should be 

able to satisfy a great amount of direct or indirect shareholders with variable and growing 

expectations towards these assets now and in the future. (Liyanage, 2012)  

There is also a concern related to unclear connection between assets` physical condition, 

assets´ total performance and the rate of failure. In some cases the asset might fail eventually 

with constantly lowering performance while sometimes the failure and therefore loss of 

performance can occur out of the nowhere. The key problem is the variety of assets in 

varying operational circumstances. Improved real time data collection can ease such 

assessing. (Brint et al., 2009) Similar problems are also recognized for example in field of 

DHC distribution network systems. Varying external factors (soil condition, stress caused by 

traffic) and their impacts form a major uncertainty factor extremely hard to predict.   
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4 Asset management in Fortum 

4.1  Organizational responsibilities 

As mentioned earlier, Fortum is divided into three divisions. The examined division, Heat, 

Electricity Sales and Solutions (HESS), had earlier its own country organizations. HESS has 

been operating in Finland, Sweden, Poland and the Baltic countries and therefore 

organizations such Heat Finland, Heat Poland and Heat Baltics existed before. Every country 

was responsible of the matters inside the country borders as an own unit. There were few 

centralized support teams such large project execution (for power plant-sized projects) acting 

over the country borders but the business was mainly done locally. Asset related actions were 

planned between local investment- and production units. For example Heat Finland 

Investments were responsible for asset and growth related projects in Espoo, Järvenpää, 

Joensuu and Naantali areas. Asset management did not have an own unit but such topics were 

discussed under the local investment teams.  

In spring 2015 organization reforming programme was launched in HESS. The old country-

centered model was seen as a complicated approach where there was a too large gap between 

the highest and the lowest organizational level. It was also acknowledged that former country 

organizations did not work as well as indented: working was restricted into individual 

countries and individual power plant sites. Skill, talent and good practices in one country did 

not meet with the another one. It was also seen important that the customers would face one 

Fortum. As a result, new over-border functions were formed. In the new organization there 

are three main functions; investments, production and customer. Finance function was also 

centralized as an over-border function. By unifying practices and concepts around the 

division, synergy benefits and best practices were aspired.  

The most essential changes concerning this thesis were done in the investment function. The 

new sub-functions under investments are presented in figure 15. As can be seen, asset 

management sub-function was formed. The three key objectives for the asset management 

sub-function were highlighted to be: 

1. Maximizing the medium and long-term profitability of existing DHC –systems, 

2. Managing investment portfolio, 

3. Defining optimal balance between variable, fixed and capital costs. 
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Figure 15: New organization structure for HESS Investments. 

There are two kinds of visions of positioning asset management in an organization. van Rijn 

(2000) concludes that in most organizations asset management actions and teams exists in the 

same place with assets. Often this might be operational or maintenance unit. On the other 

hand asset management (at least should) perform costs-benefit and cash flow calculations 

while inspecting possible investment alternatives. Such financial side again brings asset 

management closer to investment analysis approach. As described in the latter statement, 

asset management team in the new organization is in closer relation with the investment 

function. There are, however, asset related teams also in the production function. Every 

former country areas have a new team, technical competence center, TCC. TCC is defined as 

an efficient and sustainable technical service and competence provider centrally to plant sites. 

TCC key actions are defined to be local O&M project planning and executing, condition 

monitoring and life-cycle analysis, IT system development and development of both 

documentation and reporting.  

4.2  Interview study and method 

As a part of present state description, an interview study was performed. The goal for the 

interview study was to examine how the asset related actions and decision are made and have 

been made around the Fortum`s divisions. The purpose was also to scan readiness and 

possibilities to perform risk-based asset management. Practically this means data availability 

and condition monitoring manners. The interviews provided also a chance to benchmark 

existing practices around the company. Participation activity to be interviewed was 

exceptional good; 13 out of the 14 candidates were willing to share their opinions. Total 11 

out of planned 12 interviews were performed. The interviewees were mostly chosen from the 

HESS division´s DHC business with relation to assets but also other functions such corporate 

risk analysis team and hydro power business were represented. From the HESS division the 

interviewee candidates were chosen almost equally from both heat distribution and power 

plant operations. The chosen interviewees represent practices from Finland, Sweden, the 

Baltics and Poland.   

The interviews were mostly performed via video connection or in face-to-face meetings at 

local office. A formal question structure was formed and used variably among the 

interviewees. The structure was not used equally between the interviewees because the wide 
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variety in interviewees` backgrounds meant that not all the questions were relevant with 

everyone. Therefore the used technique had similarities with the two interview methods 

described by Turner (2010): the interviews had characteristics from the informal 

conversational interview and the general interview approach. Turner (2010) describes 

informal conversational interview as an entirely spontaneous situation where the questions are 

based on previous answers of the interviewee. The interview proceeds freely into non-

predetermined direction if the interviewer doesn´t control the conversation. Such approach 

gives a chance to the interviewee to bring out the possessed knowledge at best. The danger is 

that the conversation evades off the scope and wanted results are not achieved. The informal 

conversation interview also sets some challenges in analysing the data if the individual 

interviews have nothing in common.  

The general interview approach again is more structured way to conduct an interview. There 

might be a guideline, question structure or key words formed by an interviewer but there still 

exists a lot of flexibility around the interview. For example, an interviewer may start the 

conversation with a certain subject and advance according how willing the interviewee is to 

discuss with the theme. The strength of such approach is that all the important themes or 

question areas are covered with every interviewee. However, no situation is similar with 

another. Therefore there is a risk that the interviewer manipulates some participants more to 

the subject than others or presents the same questions in different way. Such variations may 

effect on the interviewees answers and positioning towards subject. (Turner, 2010) 

An interview structure was used as a baseline for the interviews. The interview structure was 

given forehand to some participants as they required it but for the most interviewees base 

questions were rather unknown. In overall, the interviews started with a short, five to ten 

minutes, brief presentation to the subject presented by the interviewer. At the same time, the 

interviewee was informed why he/she was chosen as an interviewee and what kind of 

knowledge towards the asset management this interview was interested in. After a quick 

briefing the conversation was overall relatively free (e.g. informal conversation) at varying 

time (5 to 30 minutes). Some interviewees rushed right on the subjects with very strong 

opinions while others had to be persuaded more to achieve an opinion. Therefore the informal 

conversation duration had a such large range. After the free conversation, the question 

structure was introduced and the relevant themes were discussed through.  

Interviews were recorder in order to be able to concentrate fully on the conversation and on 

the complementary questions. This enabled to keep the interviews as short as possible; the 

length of interviews varied between 55 minutes to 2 hours. This might be a one reason for 

good participation percent in an intensive listed company. The output of the interviews was 

also good because of recordings; it allowed to refer back on the answers and combine 

individual statements into the larger entities.  
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Questions in the interview structure were divided under nine themes. The themes were chosen 

to cover the most important asset related subjects and to describe the readiness to perform 

wanted risk-based approach. The themes in the interview were: 

1. Assets 

2. Interviewees familiarity with asset management 

3. Asset management in interviewees organization 

4. Condition monitoring 

5. Assessment of probabilities 

6. Assessment of consequences 

7. Assessment of total risks 

8. Planning, timing and decision-making 

9. Success factors, implementation and performance measuring 

The first three themes were chosen to describe the interviewees` position and relation to asset 

management. Themes included questions defining the organization`s assets and actions 

related to them, interviewee`s role in asset management and familiarity with the concept. 

Interviewees were also asked to describe their views concerning the importance of asset 

management. The condition monitoring theme was mainly targeted to O&M personnel to 

achieve a view from the existing ways, possibilities and readiness to monitor the condition in 

both distribution and power plant side. The three next themes were chosen to cover the 

essential parts of risk-based approach to subject. Interviewees were asked how they modelled 

probabilities or consequences for events or did they do such things at all. The risk mitigation 

and risk dimensions were also studied. The planning, timing and decision-making included 

mostly questions assessing investments` alternative options and life-cycle thinking. The last 

theme was to highlight interviewees` opinions of important matters in implementation phase 

of the new asset management process and risk model.  

4.3  Interview results 

4.3.1 The assets and roles 

Interviewees were mostly dealing with the district heating related assets; CHP plants, heat-

only boilers, power plant site infrastructure, distribution network and information systems 

related to above-mentioned things. Hydro power business and assets were also examined as a 

point of comparison. Part of the interviewees were in closer relation with optimizing the asset 

portfolio while others had the main interest in process optimization. Interviewees from 

Finland understood the concept as a more physical asset related while views from Sweden 

were more holistic (for example took account human assets and such). Some interviewees 

were not in a direct contact with any assets but produced supportive asset related services 

(risk analysis and EHS; environment, health & safety).  
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Interviewees had also a very varying scale in titles. Traditional asset related titles like asset 

manager, operative maintenance manager and production manager were found but some less 

asset linked titles also existed. Rest of the interviewees had titles such Head of Investments 

Baltics, Head of Distribution Poland, Business Developer, Distribution Maintenance Planner, 

Risk Analyst, EHS Manager Finland and Head of Maintenance Process Development 

Finland. Most of the interviewees still had a linkage in title to former country organization 

because titles in the new organization are not known / published yet. While selecting the 

possible interview candidates, such sampling was willfully chosen to be wide.  

4.3.2 Familiarity with asset management 

Interviewees familiarity and attitudes towards asset management was examined with 

questions where they had to choose an alternative describing best their opinion. As a first 

question in the interview, the participants were asked to point out how well they personally 

knew “asset management” as a concept. Participants were able to choose any value between 1 

(totally unknown) and 5 (very familiar). On average, term asset management was relatively 

well known with the total average score of 4,19. Every answer was between 3 and 5. It has to 

be reminded that a brief introduction was held before the question. Therefore every 

participant had a some kind of pre-knowledge towards the subject. The question also didn’t 

anyhow require the participants to define their view towards the asset management more 

detailed which may raise the answered value. On the other hand, the interviewee candidates 

were already at the beginning chosen to represent a group with experienced views towards the 

subject. This fact can be seen even clearer from the answers to the second question. 

Participants were asked to assess their daily tasks relation to asset management actions 

between 1 (not any relation) and 5 (everyday routines). Almost as high average score as in the 

question 1 was achieved; 4,15. A high relation was an expected result. Only few participants 

answered 2 but there were zero value 1 answers. As a last scored question, the interviewees 

were asked to share their opinion how important they saw the asset management related 

actions in capital-intensive industry. If participants did not see it important, they would 

answer 1 and if they did see it extremely important, they would answer 5. This question 

achieved the highest average score, 4,69, between these three questions. A high score was 

expected but the average score such high was surprising. A thing that might lift the score up 

is the interviewees varying views of what they think asset management is about. As a follow-

up question, participants were asked to name few reasons for their answers in this question. 

Received reasons are listed below: 

- in our business the money is tied in the assets; managing the assets is like managing the 

money, 

- business is a continual process of improving profitability; grow business or cut expenses 

with the assets, 

- assets in capital-intensive industry are the key in whole business, 
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- asset management is one of the most difficult tasks in the business which needs more inputs 

in future, 

- optimizing the O&M actions in both operating- and capital expenditure is becoming a new 

success factor in the whole industry, 

- asset optimization is the key; lately we have sold lots of small hydro power plants. Those 

generated 0,8 % of our total production but we consumed more than 0,8 % of our time and 

money to those, 

- attitude difference between the maintenance and growth investments must be questioned by 

asset management (statement will be explained later), 

- maintenance management is one of the key issues in the industry and it has a close relation 

to asset management, 

- growth potentials on (hydro) business are relatively small; optimizing the maintenance and 

thus maximizing the production is the only way to grow,  

- asset management helps to secure the profitability and to create the business value, 

- in our (DHC) business, the value of the physical assets is in very close relation with the 

turnover. 

By the attitude difference between the maintenance and growth investments, the interviewee 

meant that from his point of view maintenance investments had a default value to be 

approved and growth investments to be declined. He saw that such conception has roots in 

past when the maintenance was automatically executed and growth potential were ignored 

because they were +/- zero situations (if you do nothing, you lose nothing, you gain nothing). 

Therefore one must do a great amount of work to give reasons even in nowadays to change 

such status quo. Overall, these answers and statements confirm that the participants had a 

high knowledge towards the subject. Answers show experience and view towards the asset 

management even such team hasn´t existed in division before.  

4.3.3 Asset management actions 

First clearly diverging views were concerning the asset management actions. There was a 

great variation deriving from the background of interviewees´. Two interviewees with “asset 

manager” title described their daily asset management duties to be things like asset 

classification and ranking, long time profitability / maintenance optimization, life-cycle 

analysis, asset portfolio management, condition monitoring, investment parameter design and 

scenario analysis. More maintenance oriented interviewees again considered data collection 

and analysis, data intelligence, scheduling the maintenance actions and maintenance cost 

budgeting as a routine asset management related actions. Again, the interviewees with 

business-, risk assessment and investment backgrounds thought that profitability reviews, 

investment-, risk- and scenario analysis, market condition research and portfolio management 

were the core asset management actions. It can be stated that all answers were somewhat 

correct. By far the most extensive answers were given by asset managers with probably the 

highest experience and overall knowledge towards the subject.  
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Interviewees` organizations performed a lot of cooperation between other units. 

Communication was mostly related to the strategic views, investment preparation, budgeting 

and data acquisition. Certain restrictions were recognized from the old organization structure; 

working was local and cooperation didn´t benefit the business as intended. New organization 

was seen as a welcome refreshment. The TCC was seen as a most important channel for asset 

management to communicate with the local sites and vice versa. Interviewees saw that the 

production organization should provide the needed data input and ideas for the asset 

management whereas the asset management should know the strategic lines and form the 

output for the investment proposals. More precise process description however couldn’t be 

formed. 

When asked if the actions described above covered the need for asset management and if the 

participants would do something differently, lack of storing the data centrally was 

highlighted. Many interviewees admitted that the data was often in single files in random 

locations. Therefore users didn’t have extensive access to it when needed. In some 

interviewees` organization the problem was already identified and the solution development 

was started. For example, in some organizations software called Maximo was in use. It can be 

used for example to store the condition-, fault- and availability data besides the other 

functionalities. The goal would be that it could be used as a data bank to support the decision-

making. Maximo will be on a central position also in the new organization. Another thing 

which was highlighted was to create a clear process between the asset management and 

relevant cooperation units. Interviewees in operational level also highlighted that budget 

development could be indicated earlier. For example if it is known that the budget will be cut 

down, the information should be provided early enough also for the people planning the 

maintenance actions in order to avoid working for nothing. 

4.3.4 Condition monitoring 

The ways to monitor assets` condition can be split into the two categories; ways in the 

distribution network and ways in the power plants. Naturally interviewees with no operational 

assets mostly passed this question. In DH distribution and networks, three possible ways were 

found and identified; the alarm wires installation into pipelines, network thermal scanning 

and well inspections. Of course, there are also lots of other ways to monitor the condition but 

these three were highlighted during the interviews. The easiest but the roughest estimation is 

to inspect the wells, analyse them and do possible conclusions concerning the interval 

between two wells. Method was used by all interviewees working in the DH distribution. The 

thermal photographing was used at the Espoo-Kirkkonummi distribution area. The whole 800 

kilometers of network could be scanned just in six helicopter flights. Maintenance personnel 

in Espoo stated that scanning a couple of years may reveal some leakages, but to achieve 

consistency and to understand the condition development, several years actions were 

required. The development of aerial drone technology may revolutionize such thermal 

condition monitoring and cut the costs significantly. Probably the best method but hardest to 
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implement nowadays is the alarm wires. The technique is based on resistance. When the 

plastic cover of Mpuk or 2Mpuk leaks, the insulation layer becomes waterlogged and the 

resistance in alarm wire changes. Such decision to install the wires should have been made 

when the construction of the network was started. Nowadays it would require to rebuild the 

majority of the network to install alarm wires and achieve large-scale benefits. One network 

area in Poland has those wires installed and in operation. Area was flooded badly in 1997 and 

the flood destroyed a great amount of existing DH pipelines. When rebuilding was started, the 

decision to implement alarm wires was also made. Alarm wires have proven to be a good way 

to monitor condition. Wire`s connection points are revised twice in a year. An interviewee 

verified that wires also reveal yearly lots of external damage caused by pipe contractors 

working near the pipes. For single cases, NDT methods (non-destructive testing) could be 

applied. For example camera robots, sewer cameras, ultrasonic testing and many other ways 

are breaking true in field of external condition monitoring. Such approach in large scale might 

however be laborious and expensive. 

The condition monitoring in power plant sites differ notably from the network side. First of 

all, plants are not buried into the ground; therefore a visual inspection is already a thing that 

can be done for the plants. Base information for power plants are design parameters and life-

time phase and -analysis. It should steer the used resources between the units. For example, it 

is relevant to assume that condition monitoring is more important in 40 years-old power 

plants than in a new, 2 years-old plant. The data whether the plant has been in operation 

10 000 or 100 000 hours already gives a clue of its condition and maintenance need. Most 

plants had also different data concerning the start-stops-situations, shutdowns, maintenance 

improvements, performed inspections and history data from standard components. Described 

ways are mostly based on past. In some situations it might be too late to examine such data. 

Therefore there also exists live condition monitoring such vibration measuring for example in 

turbine bearings or emission follow-up to find out a possible leakage in the system. Power 

plants´ thermal condition analysis is also a real time way to compare the measured process 

data to the design parameters inside the plant.  

Condition data can therefore be used to pre-detect the fault. Asset manager from the hydro 

stated that for example a failure in a large transformer may lead into a shutdown of maximum 

five turbines for a year if every one of them is connected to that same transformer. If a dam 

fails, it can flood an entire city near the downstream. These are the main reasons why pre-

detection of the fault and condition monitoring must be highly developed in hydro power 

plants. Regular inspections and revisions, fail curves and condition reporting were mostly 

used pre-detection ways between the interviewees. Another asset manager stated that pre-

detecting the fault is extremely important. He illustrated the importance with their “hell 

curve”. The curve is presented in figure 16. The main message in the figure is that when the 

fault can be identified early enough, even a long time span between the detection and the 

action doesn’t necessarily cause significant extra costs. This time can for example be used for 
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proper planning of maintenance actions and alternatives. But when the failure is detected too 

late, the damage may have happened already and even the fastest actions doesn’t save the 

situation. There exists also a great danger to make bad decisions in a hurry which might 

backfire afterwards. 

 
Figure 16: Connection between costs, time and decaying.  

Power plants and distribution networks include thousands of individual components and pipe 

intervals. To control and measure all the separate components might be even impossible. 

Almost every interviewee thus stated that there must be some kind of criticality classification 

behind the condition monitoring to define what things are more important than the others. 

However, the differences occurred in the ways how such classification should be done. In 

distribution, the most critical lines were detected mostly based on pipeline dimension and the 

amount of served customers. Such criticality classification was roughly used to rank 

preliminary maintenance actions. In the plants variation was greater. Some plants were 

ranked based on their value creation potential and profitability while others were ranked 

based on the possible monetary losses and safety consequences. Single components inside 

both the hydro and CHP plants were ranked mostly between different costs factors, 

availability factors, failure´s impact to the process, EHS risks, spare part availability and so 

on. The criticality assessment was expressed with imprecise numerical values (1,2,3) or 

verbally (high, medium, low –scales). An interviewee with close Maximo relation stated that 

it is also a goal in the future that criticality classification and -score can be found from the 

Maximo.  

4.3.5 Assessment of the probabilities 

Probability assessment for the failure events divided the interviewees into three classes. There 

were the ones who assessed the probabilities and the ones who didn’t even want to do such 
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assessing. Surprisingly, there were also a part that would like to do such assessing but maybe 

didn’t have an idea from where to start. Interviewees from distribution in Poland stated that 

such assessment doesn’t benefit them at all; they let the certain pipelines to fail and the 

pipelines are repaired when needed. Such model can of course be used only in smaller 

dimension pipelines and require lots of available work force. The decision is understandable 

in their case. Another interviewee from the Baltics stated that their production capacity is 

relatively new and there is no idea or value to assess anything else but some yearly predictive 

maintenance actions. On the other hand, the probability assessment was most developed in 

hydro where they had gathered almost a decade data from hundreds of power plants. The data 

was when utilized to learn certain trends from the components and plants. This history data 

and tacit knowledge was used to model for example decay curves for turbines, generators and 

transformers. Of course it is still impossible to say certain days, months or even years when 

the component would fail but they are now able to assess roughly when some equipment are 

more likely to fail with increased probability. Between these two extremes, there were lots of 

interviewees who admitted that they had some history data and tacit knowledge stored in 

personnel but it is wasn´t exploited anyhow to such purposes. Overall, the interviewees 

admitted that there is a detected problem to somehow recover and save all the knowhow from 

the people who have worked possibly an entire career with these assets. One interviewee saw 

the Maximo as a solution. The idea is that the condition reporting of a single asset / 

component is conducted to the Maximo by the person who has the best knowhow. There he / 

she has a possibility to verbally describe own experiences and observations related to that 

particular asset.  

The participants who did some kind of probability assessment performed it mostly on verbal 

level. Expression like “rare”, “likely” and “once in a X years” were used. Overall the 

atmosphere between the participants was that more analytical approach would be welcome. In 

verbal expressions there is the problem of what “likely” or “rare” means in practice? Same 

dilemma was recognized by risk analysis team. Their interviewee highlighted that we should 

always aspire into a numerical probability solution. Even if it would not be 100% correct, it 

still gives a better basis for the next phases in the risk assessment. A very important 

observation was expressed by the same interviewee. According to their experiences there is a 

habit for individual analysis to exaggerate the probabilities. For example when the hydro 

divisions dams probabilities to fail were estimated separately and summed at the end, the 

analysis suggested that there should be much more failures in dams than has occurred in real 

life. Example shows that there should always be a risk or probability calibration to the 

portfolio-level. Interviewee had a strong feeling that similar mistakes and over-estimation 

happens in every project-level estimation. 

4.3.6 Assessment of the consequences 

Almost every interviewee admitted that the monetary measured consequences dominate. 

Examples of monetary consequences such as unsold heat and electricity, maintenance and 
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repair costs and costs for more expensive alternative production were given as the most 

typical monetary consequences. They were seen as easy to measure and easy to base 

investment decisions on. After all, the money is the key driver in the whole business. The 

consequences related to environment, health, safety, reputation, legality and spare part 

availability were also mentioned. Interviewees from the Baltics and Poland professed that the 

Fortum has a totally different position in their countries than in the Finland as domestic 

company. As a foreign player, values such image, social responsibility, environment and 

safety highlight even clearer. Overall, assessing the consequences were seen as an easier and 

well-known field than assessing the probabilities. 

Many interviewees didn’t see it as an option to convert previously stated non-financial values 

somehow into the monetary units. It was also highlighted that the insurance companies 

profession could be used more to evaluate the consequences for events. An interviewee with 

risk and investment analysis background described that they had worked in some cases where 

they had asked a price from insurance company for interruption insurance for a power plant. 

Thus they were able to estimate / re-calculate backwards valuable information how the 

insuring company evaluated the risks. Root cause and failure mode analyses, mostly used in 

nuclear plants, weren’t particularly popular between the interviewees.  

4.3.7 Total risk assessment 

Identified total risk themes were largely convergent with the consequences; the most 

important ones were related to technical, safety, environmental, reputational, image, legal or 

financial matters. As stated earlier, the hydro business operated possibly with the largest 

risks: a dam failure can wipe away the whole downstream. This and the accident in Sayano 

Shushenskaya, Russia 2009 (Hasler, 2010) worked as an input to develop a better risk 

identification model for the hydro. M.A.R.E (Major Accident Risk Evaluation) model was 

developed for that purpose. Model brings all the power plants into the same line which helps 

in benchmarking between them. Many other interviewees didn’t have such models for total 

risks assessment but they calculated probabilities and consequences for single components or 

investment proposals. However, linking the results into wider picture was missing. 

Interviewees reminded also that in Poland there are areas where the same company isn’t 

providing both distribution and heat production. There the responsibilities, sanctions and thus 

risks are determined with penalties and contracts. 

Interviewees saw that they had identified overall large risks scenarios pretty well. Risk 

assessment was performed regularly and preparation and mitigation actions were started 

immediately if something unexpected was found out. Typical identified risks were for 

example a shutdown of main CHP plant in cold winter time, a major leakage in the main 

distribution pipe, renewal debt of a DH network, a dam failure, a turbine failure, flooding in 

the turbine hall (hydro), lack of critical spare parts, fuel delivery reliability and the safety 

issues in power plants. The best organizations were able to identify also non-asset related 

risks with such approach. 
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The risk mitigation actions proved to be taken care of extremely well and wide. Educating the 

workers and changing the attitudes were identified to be probably the cheapest and easiest 

ways to avoid the risks. Also accepting and preparing to the risk was found as a way to 

mitigate. Preparing can for example mean that one has acquired a spare part ready for the 

component identified to be in bad condition. Many interviewees stated that accepting the risks 

doesn’t justify not to prepare for the risk event. In the power plants the way to drive the plant 

was seen as an important factor. Often the input for risk was seen from the measurement 

parameters and the problem areas in the process were detected. Thus operators could willfully 

avoid such situations. Personnel education, attitude changes, load changes for risky 

components and spare parts are often relatively cheap opinions compared to new investment. 

Of course, sometimes investing is the only option left. Interviewees highlighted that 

especially the total change in risk should be assessed (see chapter 3.7.1 or Erkoyuncu et al., 

2015; Balzer & Schorn, 2015, p. 182). The competitive investment alternatives are not always 

for example technically equal; some components / solutions / devices may have been built 

from low quality raw materials or some alternatives won´t prevent the problem occurring as 

well as the others. Thus it would be very important to value the impact in total risk. An 

example of starting situation and two possible alternatives is given in the figure 17. 

Alternative 1 represents a solution which lowers most the probability for event to happen 

while the alternative 2 decreases largely the size of the consequences.  

 
Figure 17: Comparison of risk mitigation alternatives 
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One situation was mentioned in the interviews to illustrate phenomenon and problem 

presented in figure 17 below. An interviewee had a 5
4 

-risk ranking system for a certain type 

of assets. Therefore the possible risk scores are something between 1 (1*1*1*1) and 625 

(5*5*5*5). Organization using that model is able to do the risk ranking between the assets 

well. However, they have no clue of what it costs to decrease a one risk point. Such 

knowledge / analysis would be extremely important and would allow the ranking between the 

investment proposals.  

A central theme highlighted during the interview structure construction was to find opinions, 

how should the asset management team approach the subject. Two most potential views were 

criticality- and scenario centered solutions. Criticality centered solution means that AM 

should focuses on identifying the most critical assets as a base for following analyses. 

Respectively, in scenario centered solution, asset management key interest should be to 

identify the possible large-scale risk scenarios and use such data as a base to guide daily 

actions and investments. Similar brief info was given to the interviewees before the question. 

They were asked to describe which approach they saw better to serve AM purposes. Answers 

divided quite equally between the both views. Common reasons for criticality centered 

solution were: 

- asset management manages the assets, 

- key interest must be in the assets, 

- power plants have the core competence to identify the critical assets and communicate that 

data to the asset management, 

- the big risks are already identified, the criticality view would now be the next natural step, 

- the critical pipelines define the large risks, critical components must be the base, 

- identifying the critical components would be the easier way to allocate O&M personnel to 

do certain things. 

Equally much support were given to the scenario –centered solution. Interviewees who saw it 

as a better approach highlighted the following things: 

- such centralized AM unit as you have in your organization can`t measure every single piece 

of asset; you should focus on the big risk scenarios, 

- the asset management team has the skill to form a large picture of the assets and risks, 

- the large picture; asset management can add there for example life-cycle data of the assets, 

- timing the investments right is the AMs main job; there you need the risk scenarios, 

- to control and update the risk scenarios; smaller things can be done in the local organization, 

- bring the large risks into concrete processing and actions, 

- investments must be well fit into the strategy and asset fleet. You have to know the wide 

context. 
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The risk scenario view got more support from the interviewees in managerial position while 

criticality view appealed better among the operation and maintenance –centered participants. 

An even distribution in answers between the two alternatives and good justifications for the 

both views show that the final solution can´t be such unambiguous. The question partly 

touches the interface between the asset management team and the technical competence 

center. The investment analysis and -decisions need parts from the both views. The risk 

scenario view shows the need for proposed investment and places it in line with the asset fleet 

and the strategy. The criticality view supports the investment analysis with detailed asset data 

and utilizes the competence from local O&M personnel. Most important inputs for both views 

are gathered into figure 18 to describe the strengths behind such views.  

 
Figure 18: Criticality- and risk scenario centered inputs for risk-based asset management 

4.3.8 Planning, timing and asset performance 

The interviewees actively searched and analysed alternative solutions for investments. Most 

often alternatives such postpone, repair, replace and keep running were mentioned. Solutions 

compete against each other’s with their profitability and ability to solve the existing 

problems. The interviewees concluded that too often the comparison is made around the 

options from a certain category as there already exists an unstated decision to do so. An 

example of this would be that the decision makers search and compare only alternative 

technical solutions for replacing a machine without considering if it is wise to only repair or 

even to shut down the whole machine. Interviewees saw that there is a great role for asset 

management to be taken; to question, challenge and add value to the ideas and proposals 

coming from the production organization. Some new alternatives were also found. In some 

cases “buy to stock” or “sell”  -reviews would benefit the analysis. 
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An optimization that distribution maintenance personnel do all the time is optimizing the 

scale of repairing. An illustrative and simplified example is presented in figure 19. A leakage 

in a pipeline occurs and is located in the old part of the line. The numbers represent pipelines 

building year. The maintenance personnel must decide fast whether it is wise to only fix the 

leakage or to replace the whole old part. In some cases such pipeline isn´t needed anymore at 

all and it can be plugged and thus removed from use. 

 
Figure 19: Typical repairing optimization dilemma in DH distribution 

The level of service and availability were admitted to be the things that should be monitored 

more in risk-based approach but for example level of service doesn´t have clear defined 

targets. The customer satisfaction was the most common way to measure the level of service. 

Only in the regulated market conditions in Poland the level of service and its targets were 

defined more precisely. Such approach was seen as useful also in other areas because it would 

help to adjust the maintenance spending. As one interview participant stated, too high 

availability / level of service indicates often from excessive maintenance spending and vice 

versa. An interviewee with risk analysis background highlighted that we should not require 

the best quality but the optimal quality. Long term development and follow-up between the 

maintenance spending and the availability / level of service would then provide a base for the 

maintenance spending optimization.  

Planning and life-cycle analysis was widely used between the interviewees. Interviewees` 

planning process for possible refurbishment and investment actions varied much. Some 

interviewees planned actions only for 1-2 years forward while others were able to roughly 

estimate possible incoming events in next 10 years. Life-cycle planning was seen as a one of 

the most essential themes in the whole business. Combining the life-cycles in the plant-, 

equipment- and component levels was highlighted as an important task. Utilizing the whole 
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entity as well as possible is key for asset optimization. There is no sense to investment in a  

component with 20 years life-time if the plant has maximum 10 years life-time estimated to 

be left. Thus, there should exist similar views between the decision-makers towards the 

future.  

For instance, a dilemma in measuring the investments timing / mistiming was highlighted. 

The interviewee from hydro gave an example from their business that if an equipment or 

component is maintained / replaced before it fails, they can never know whether the timing 

was truly right. Normally problems doesn’t occur after the replacement because the probable 

root cause for failure is removed and production continues. One can never know how long the 

equipment would have still lasted. However, only when the machinery fails and causes a 

shutdown, they know it was too late. A phenomenon emphasizes the importance of assessing 

the remaining life-time. When timing the renewal actions too early, the asset isn’t utilized as 

well as would be possible but again timing too late vanishes the gained benefits as the failure 

occurs. An interviewee highlighted that if the chosen way to perform asset management is the 

risk-based approach, the risk should be agreed and approved together with relevant parties. If 

the risk escalates, it should therefore be suffered also together. The common KPIs were seen 

as a solution which either promotes or punishes decision-making shareholders together.  

4.3.9 Daily actions and implementation of the new concept 

The interviewees agreed that the most important daily task for asset management now in the 

new organization is to find the interfaces with the other units. One important interface with 

TCC is already found. In this respect, it is extremely important to start co-operation activities 

right away and strengthen them in the future. This prevents that there won`t form a gap 

between these two teams. After the new organization has settled down, interviewees saw that 

asset management`s key interest should be in asset-related analysis in short- and long-term. 

As one asset manager stated in the interview, asset management is not rocket science. 

According to him, asset management is successful when it leads into the same results than 

doing the same reasoning with a common sense. The challenge and the additional value in 

asset management is to show the reasoning in a systematic process with figures. This 

statement can however be questioned: optimizing for example maintenance spending in 

complex asset fleet is something that common sense cannot do. Same interviewee gave also 

an example of maintenance prioritizing: a plant manager who wants to know why a 

transformer in his plant isn’t maintained this year understands the situation better when one 

can show to him that there are five similar transformers in worse condition needing to be 

maintained sooner. Another gap in district heating system that was identified by an 

interviewee from operative level was the investment spending between the distribution 

network and the power plants. He saw that there is an ongoing competition and attitude 

concerning investments where the granted investment money to other is seen as a reduction 

from another. 
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Life-time estimation was named as a one of the key things asset management should also be 

focused on. It gives information of both total life-cycle and remaining life-time. Such data 

would create a base for the need, the role and the future value of assets. Interviewees saw that 

estimating fail curves and creating probability models would then have their time later. The 

life-time estimation is linked closely to another matter interviewees found important for AM. 

Timing the investments right and planning them on the right scale allows assets to be utilized 

as completely as possible causing savings in the long run. Of course, asset management team 

may not have the time or such high technical competence to evaluate all the possible technical 

solutions. Thus there is a clear need to perform technical reviews together with the TCC. 

Achieved learning and the results should be documented. This is the only way to ensure 

continuity in the process also in the future. 

Interviewees had lots of views how the new team should establish its position in the division. 

Development is a long term process which takes time but unifying the new concept should 

start immediately. At the beginning, it had faced resistance also in the interviewees` 

organizations but they saw that the best way to root it up is to show the gained benefits. 

Proper implementation was seen as a must to ensure that the whole thing won´t seem as an 

idea pushed through by a one single team without considering the others. The new approach 

is a long-term process which may not be totally complete ever. Thus it needs time to find and 

sharpen its practices. An interviewee with similar experiences saw that the process should be 

started with single cases and eventually expanded to whole portfolio. Another interviewee in 

close relation with Maximo software saw that to grow, expand and improve Maximo’s 

database, it needs to be available and centralized in all power plant / network areas with 

skillful people using it. To improve condition assessment, such database is vital. 

4.3.10 Reference study 

As a reference, similar interview survey done by Visser & Botha (2015) was examined. 39 

most important asset related actions defined by The Global Forum on Maintenance and Asset 

Management were examined by interview surveys on different populations in 2013 and 2014. 

Every interviewee had an asset management background and most of them had “manager” or 

“engineer” as a title. Majority (45% in 2013, 62% in 2014) had work experience less than five 

years in asset management. First interview survey included 110 answers and the second 63 

answers. The interest was to find out how important the real asset related people saw these 39 

statements on the scale from 1 (unimportant) to 5 (extremely important). Precise statements 

are presented in appendix 1. Eight statements were highlighted to be in top ten by both 

surveys. The average scores for these statements were relatively high from 4.0 to 4.48. These 

eight term were: 

- asset management strategy and objectives, 

- strategic planning, 

- asset management policy, 

- asset management planning, 
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- capital investment decision-making, 

- reliability engineering, 

- operations and maintenance decision-making, 

- asset management leadership. 

The four first terms represent a high-level guidelines for asset management and its principles. 

Reliability engineering and two decision-making terms again highlight the importance of 

preventing the failures in asset which stands for more daily and lower-level actions. Little 

surprisingly both survey emphasized the influence of good leadership. (Visser & Botha, 

2015) Overall standardized and clear-defined practices, objectives and policies together with 

asset performance measuring and wise decision-making form a core for asset management by 

these interviewees. On the contrary, the least important statements were also studied. Among 

these less important factors, dispersion was much more wide; only six factors were 

highlighted to “lowest ten” by both groups. The average scores were also much more smaller 

varying between 3.2 and 3.6. These six terms were 

- procurement and supply chain management, 

- accounting practices, 

- configuration management, 

- stakeholder relations, 

- resourcing strategy and optimization, 

- asset decommissioning and shutdown. 

These terms do not have a clear connection to engineering the asset which might be a one 

reason for low valuation. Often actions such accounting, procurement, IT and relationship 

management are own entities separated for daily asset and maintenance management that may 

explain the low interest towards these statements among the asset and maintenance people. 

(Visser & Botha, 2015) Decommissioning and shutting the asset down was unexpectedly 

mentioned. For this term, it is impossible to estimate the reasons for low score because it is 

not described what the term includes. For example, does it include only the physical disposal 

actions or does it include the analysis for timing the decommissioning etc. If timing and 

planning action concerning the assets disposal is included, results from the reference study do 

not agree well with the ones achieved in this thesis as planning the timing was mentioned to 

be very important asset related action by the interviewees. By the top ten, similar views were 

found from both the thesis and the reference interviews. Views in the reference interview 

supporting the reliability centered engineering can be paralleled to statement in the thesis 

interview highlighting the proper condition monitoring as a base for actions. The popularity 

in reference study to have a clear strategy and policy to perform asset management supports 

the view that there has to be a certain and constant way, path or process to be followed (like 

risk-based approach in this thesis).  
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4.3.11 Conclusion of the interview 

The interviews represent a large and wide sampling of asset related actions performed inside 

a large energy company. In some divisions, asset management is more developed than in the 

others. The operated assets also differ a lot between the divisions and areas. The best 

performers have managed to expand such thinking into portfolio-level where the optimization 

can be done between the production units. If needed, this allows them to adjust into a 

situation where for example the capital expenditure in O&M budget is cut down significantly 

and all the proposed investments cannot be executed. Overall, the situation was seen fair by 

the interviewees; investment money was mostly adequate enough to cover the wanted and 

most critical investments. True need for critical optimization has not been necessary in a 

portfolio-level. Instead, the asset management actions allowed the optimization to be used to 

rank investments by their profitability.  

The key findings show that asset management is a well-known concept among the 

interviewees. Basics for risk-based approach exists and it was seen as a suitable solution from 

data and readiness point of view for single investment proposals. Portfolio-level approach still 

needs more work to be done. Criticality classification must be highlighted in order to allocate 

the asset management actions. For example, risk-based evaluation for “run-to-failure” -types 

of components won´t add value for business and thus should be ignored. Skilled and 

motivated people working inside the company were seen as a great advantage. Data from both 

of bottom-up (criticality scenario) and top-down (risk scenario) inputs should be taken into 

account. In similar way, the output of investment analysis should be in line with both views.  

Assessment of the probabilities for events needs to be developed more compared to 

assessment of the consequences. Reliable and available data concerning the assets and their 

condition is in key role in risk-based decision-making. Similar views are for example 

highlighted by Lin et al. (2006), Brint et al. (2009) and Marlow & Burn (2008). Few 

interviewees suggested that routine life-time estimation of the assets or condition reporting 

would help with the probability estimation. The total risk assessment needs to be developed 

and unified with all the DHC systems. Connection between the accepted risk and the level of 

service targets has been highlighted and thus should be defined more concrete and precise. 

Without such definition it is impossible to properly perform the chosen approach. Practices 

should be expanded into portfolio-level after they become fluent in single projects. The 

closest interfaces for asset management with other units are found and on the next phase 

responsibilities and processes need to be created and shared on consensus together with 

relevant parties. The most important RBAM related observations found in this interview 

study are gathered into table 3.  
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Table 3: Key risk-based asset management related observations from the interviews.  

Observation  Importance Future value / needed development 

RBAM is a suitable way 

to perform asset 

management. 

High - Allows capital funds to be allocated better. 

- Provides targets to cut down expenses. 

- Clear principles to be followed. 

Decision are in line with 

the strategy / mission 

High - Future views set the direction for decisions. 

- Long-term profitability is secured. 

Condition monitoring 

must be highlighted. 

High - Provides basis for better probability assessment. 

- Data storage and utilization must be improved. 

Probabilities assessment 

should be improved. 

High - More accurate asset and investment analysis. 

- Improved asset utilization. 

- Asset life-time estimation needed. 

Connection between level 

of service and accepted 

risk should be defined. 

Medium - Suitable risk can be willfully taken and 

tolerated. 

- Risks can´t be accepted without overall approval 

and linkage to wider picture. 

Framework should be 

expanded to portfolio-

level. 

Medium - Optimization between the proposals. 

- A long-term goal: process is needed to be fluent 

and precise-defined before.  

Criticality classification 

and risk scenarios should 

be highlighted. 

Medium - Improves labor resource utilization.  

- Work time and optimization is used to most 

valuable targets. 

ΔRisk (risk mitigation) 

process should be created. 

Medium - Optimization between the alternatives. 

- Best solution for existing situation. 

Achieved results should 

be documented. 

Low - Continuity is secured. 

- Important but now key interest should be in 

process itself. 
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5 Proposed asset management processes 

5.1  Project approval process  

Capital approval between the local DHC areas, the TCC and asset management was 

developed with few basic principles. There exists a stage-gate model for old investment 

process which was used as a base principle for the process. The idea is to define and name 

certain activities which needs to be handled before the gate can be passed and next phase can 

be started. This Toll-Gate (TG) –model sets three relevant decision gates for asset 

management to be handled. Phases before TG0, TG1 and TG2 gates are the ones which needs 

to be handled before the implementation can be started. Next gates “investment 

commissioning” (TG3) and “project closing” (TG4) are not relevant with this process and are 

therefore excluded. Actions before TG0 gate are called “exploration, investment planning”, 

before TG1 “feasibility study” and before TG2 ”pre-engineering”. (Fortum, 2015d) After the 

TG2 -decision on implementation, the investment project with its responsibilities is given to 

project execution team. At the same it is the last gate where asset management can affect to 

the investment. Therefore the described process includes the action from idea creation to the 

implementation decision. 

The other base principle was to divide investment proposals into different classes based on 

their rough cost estimation. As majority of proposals are small, asset management team does 

not have resources to evaluate every proposal. The monetary limits between the small-, 

medium- and large-sized projects were based on approval limits of responsible persons. 

Therefore proposals less than 100 k€ are under local DHC managers and TCC units 

responsibility and the larger proposals under asset management teams responsibility. There is 

also another limit in 500 k€ which is the upper approval limit of asset manager, head of asset 

management team. Proposals over 500 k€ are then approved by head of investments (VP 

Investments), head of division (VP HESS) or by Fortum management team. As principles for 

the process are defined, more precise details can be discussed. 

The idea creation is the first step in process. Most often the ideas come from investment 

plans, system development plans, strategic views, tools for idea exploring, condition data or –

monitoring or from others sources. It is important to offer many channels for ideas to develop 

and come forward. Most often the best ideas are formed by persons / groups close the real 

operations where the true need for improvement and maintenance actions exists. After the 

idea is created, a rough cost estimation should follow. It does not need to separate different 

cost components or differences between the investment alternatives but to preliminary define 

the responsible group and decision-maker; whether the investment is less than 100 k€, 100-

500 k€ or more than 500 k€.  

The needed activities before the TG0 -decision are rather light. The main purpose for actions 

before TG0 –decision is to transform an idea or need into more concrete investment proposal. 

It should include description of the investment, its necessity and possible solution 
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alternatives. It would be good to already have a little more precise cost structure if possible. 

Before TG0 –decision, the investment proposal should be filled into system as a part of 

investment portfolio. If the proposal is approved to proceed into the next phase, it means that 

the idea is good enough to be investigated more in feasibility phase. (Fortum, 2015d) 

The feasibility phase before TG1 –decision consists of more detailed information of need and 

concept of the investment. Phase should include an adequacy examination and comparison 

between the other competitive investment proposals and concepts. Before the TG1 -decision, 

there should also reign a consensus of the best, proposed alternative. Total benefits and risks 

besides the more detailed costs should be assessed in order to form a draft profitability 

review. These additional information needs to be updated into investment portfolio system. 

Only after the TG1 –decision, the planning costs can be registered for investment. (Fortum, 

2015d) 

The pre-engineering phase before the TG2 –decision locks on the final investment proposal. 

Often it includes a case-specific planning of implemented and chosen concept. External 

consultancy can be used to achieve the best technical solution. At this point the offers should 

be binding ones. (Fortum, 2015d) The new asset management team decided that the most 

important things to be included in investment proposal are reason for investment, investment 

alternative review, costs comparison and rough schedule, profitability review with the used 

calculation assumptions and sensitivity / risks analysis. When the required conditions are met 

and the needed information is gathered, approval decision can be given by the appropriate 

person. After the TG2 –decision, the responsibility of implementation is handed over to 

appropriate party. Basically the large investment projects are handed to their own execution 

team, “large project execution” and the smaller ones are implemented locally.  

There are, however, no reason for such extensive analysis in some smaller and straight-

forward cases. For example in some renewal or maintenance actions, presented schedules or 

risks analyses may be irrelevant because the work is often carried out immediately. Therefore, 

the proposed actions for approval may be overwhelmed. As a result in smaller cases, 

simplified proposals do also fine. They should, however, always include information of total 

costs and benefits, profitability and alternative options. Though asset management team does 

not actively interfere in under 100 k€ proposals, the team can of course help with the cases: 

for example if the TCC, customer- or production functions need calculational help with the 

proposals and the profitability. It is also important to remember to have a chance to postpone 

or give a no-go decision in any phase before the implementation decision. To illustrate 

visually the created connections between the relevant parties, the project approval process is 

presented also as a figure. The proposed model with described features can be seen with more 

details in figure 20.  
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Figure 20: Project approval process in the new organization 
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5.2  Asset management`s position and responsibilities 

There is a continuous discussion in the literature concerning the three levels of asset 

management. Strategic, tactical and operational asset management have been already 

introduced in this thesis but more detailed definition is, however, lacking. The roles and tasks 

must be defined in order to understand the responsibilities and to be able to develop the 

process. 

The highest level of asset management is covered by asset owner. In this thesis the owner is 

defined to be the head of division. At the end, he/she is in charge of the division and reporting 

to corporate level. Asset owner`s key interest isn´t in daily asset decisions: owner should be 

more interested in strategic lines and asset performance / profitability. Long term strategic 

lines should be accepted by the asset owner. He should have a view of market trends and 

overall policy concerning the asset base. Based on the strategy, asset base and future views, 

the owner should be able to estimate and understand rough budget frames. For example, if the 

assets are mainly old and in bad shape and the future views indicates massive changes, asset 

budget should be increased to renew the assets. Similarly, asset owner is responsible to accept 

the allowed risk-level. Overall, it can be stated that the asset owner provides the framework 

and targets where the asset manager is authorized to act as well as possible. With respects to 

the presented observations / development tasks in table 3, the asset owner should participate 

in first two tasks. He should give his approval for presented risk-based approach and the 

risks, make sure that the strategy is followed and provide the targets to asset manager.  

The following layer in the asset management´s three levels is the asset manager. In this thesis 

the asset manager means practically asset management team. In the examined organization, 

there is an extra layer between the asset manager and –owner; head of investments (see figure 

15). This layer is however excluded from this thesis. The asset management team creates 

value with precise investment analysis, additional created alternatives, investment scale 

optimization, possible declining decisions with acceptable risks and portfolio-level follow up. 

Asset management is responsible to develop the asset base within the strategic lines. Optimal 

and maintained asset structure has a very important role in production organization. As stated 

earlier, capital expenditure to finance the most needed operation and maintenance actions is 

seen adequate. Thus the optimization can be based to profitability instead of need. Asset 

manager should highlight the development areas such condition monitoring, probabilities 

assessing, risk mitigation and portfolio-level expansion together with relevant parties. For 

example, condition monitoring development must be highlighted in daily production 

organization and TCC, who are responsible for asset utilization.  

The third layer in asset management is the operational level. It is often called as a service 

provider. Practically in this thesis it means operation and maintenance organizations, large 

project execution team or external contractors. Service provider is acting according the 

principles and decisions from asset manager in order to realize the targets. Often this means 

implementing the actions but also providing live data from assets and asset knowhow. Thus, 
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service provider has a major role in asset criticality assessment and condition data 

improvement. The role of service provider is extremely valuable because some decisions 

given by asset manager might gain value only if executed precisely on time and budget. Thus, 

high quality project execution is one of the key factors for success. Above-mentioned 

relations and features are gathered into illustrative figure 21 presented below. 

 
Figure 21: The practical connections of three asset management levels 

5.3  Proposed risk-based asset management framework 

As a part of this thesis, proposed risk-based asset management was transformed into 

preliminary framework to perform RBAM. The practice itself was a major driver in 

framework´s development process. Inputs for framework were gathered from multiple 

sources. Similar logic (probabilities * consequences) have been used already earlier in 

investment analysis. Now such approach was developed further with some additional features 

(portfolio-level, alternative scenarios etc.). The presented theories and development were 

transformed in concrete framework for two reasons. First, practical risk-centered asset 

management models are short in academic literature. Such model is also needed in order to 

perform RBAM in case company. Secondly, created framework could then be tested with a 

case investment proposals in order to see its benefits and weaknesses. Findings for the latter 

reason are discussed more carefully in chapter 6.  

 
Figure 22: Basic phases of risk-based asset management framework. 

Idea has its roots in four-phase model consisting of health index, probability to fail, 

consequences and the risk itself. The named phases are also presented in figure 22 above. The 

first term, health index, includes matters like condition monitoring and criticality 

classification. It can be seen as an early filter to classify possible investment proposals. The 
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relevant ones, which possess achievable additional value, should be highlighted, picked up 

and examined more than other proposals. It is the first possible step for asset management to 

create additional value: to choose the right investment proposals for further analysis. This 

allows to maximize the gained benefits. There is no reason to try adding value for trivial 

cases; for example some legal modifications for boilers are things that can´t be avoided with 

reasonable consequences. 

The health index creates the base for estimating the failure. Because it is impossible to say 

exact points for failure events, different scenarios should be formed. In this phase the data 

from daily operations is extremely valuable. Similarly, consequences should be assessed. 

Overall, it might be easier estimation compared to the probabilities but also the consequences 

should have diverging alternatives. Combined, these two factors forms the total risk with 

varying scenarios. As the risk has now a cost and the investment proposal has a price, 

financial evaluation can be examined. 

The framework itself is made to handle similar topics. Like in figure 20, the framework 

begins from idea creation. Idea sources in both processes are similar. As a result in this 

framework, good and feasible ideas are transformed into investment proposals. Next, the 

framework discusses whether there are mandatory factors demanding the investment to be 

done. Most often such factors are related to law, environment, safety or health. If the 

investment is the only way to avoid the risk, the case is relatively straight-forward. However, 

if there are other ways to mitigate the risk, those alternatives should be assessed.  

After the exceptional cases are discussed and covered, the framework can highlight the 

financial views. Framework is most often used to evaluate the maintenance- or productivity 

types of proposals. Next, the financial consequences and event probabilities to occur should 

be evaluated. Different scenarios should be created in order to make analysis wider. 

Consequences and probabilities are suggested to be examined with low, base and high –

scenario. Base-base –situation should be assessed to be the most probable one. As a result, 

nine possible scenarios are created to model the situation. 

At the beginning, it is hard to scale the proposed solutions into portfolio-level because 

reference situations are missing. However, evaluated consequences, event probabilities and 

total risks should be documented for future. Similarly, approved and declined cases should be 

documented. Thus, over time, a wide picture of acceptable and non-acceptable risks could be 

formed. Platform for documentation could be for example similar with figure 23 below. 

Every corner has of course its base actions; high consequences with high probabilities require 

improvement investments; there the key focus should be in finding the best alternatives. Low 

consequences with high probabilities again require improvements in system reliability. In 

reversed situation focus should be in extenuating actions and in risk preparation. Similarly, 

totally low-level risks should only be tolerated. The created value in long-run is to achieve 

understanding in overall; what kinds of risks require actions and what can be ignored? Of 
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course, situation isn´t that black and white; the amount of required capital and achieved size 

of mitigation affects heavily on the entity. This graph and way to approach the situation is 

also a part of the RBAM framework in the investment analysis phase.   

 

 
Figure 23: Proposed actions for different kinds of risks 

Secondly, the framework highlights the importance of finding relevant and competitive 

alternatives for reference proposals. Sometimes the reference proposal might be postponed so 

many times that it isn´t suitable solutions any more or it just might be the easiest available 

option. Conflicting interests might also cause sub-optimization in investment proposals. 

Recognized need for asset management to evaluate the investment alternatives would 

therefore create additional value for process. Similarly, framework aspires to highlight the 

change in risk value; what is the risk before and after the chosen solution? Such approach 

emphasizes the value of smaller actions and enhancements and brings the life-cycle approach 

into concrete level. For example, large maintenance actions for assets may not have financial 

justification at the end phase of their life-cycles compared to smaller substitutive actions. 

The third highlighted aspect in created RBAM framework is the importance of scenario 

analysis. It is dangerous to calculate and rely on mean- and average values and form only an 

expected- or average situation. The extremes in both ways can differ drastically from the 

average. Properly and systematically used, the scenario analysis can reveal views that would 

otherwise be bypassed. (Dutta & Babbel, 2013) Scenarios can thus be used to evaluate 

possible outcomes of situation and scale the impacts on the profitability evaluation. 
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Framework proposes to form at least three scenarios form both probabilities and 

consequences. Therefore as a result, framework includes at least 9 scenarios to describe the 

situation. Scenarios can be valued with different KPIs, for example with NPV (net present 

value), IRR (internal rate of return) or payback time. All the proposed alternatives doesn´t 

need to be evaluated: scenario analysis can be performed within the final investment 

alternative. This makes the process straight-forward and decreases the required workload.  

Evaluated investment proposals aren´t always similar or comparable. Therefore every 

investment analysis is unique. Previously highlighted three aspects in analysis are 

recommended parts, not obligatory. Highlighted aspects do not mean that those are the only 

accepted ways to approach subject. The views neither try to underestimate the need of other 

parts of investment analysis but to bring out areas to be developed further. After the financial 

investment analysis, investment proposal is either approved or declined in a some way. 

Herein declining can also mean postponing or searching other options to eliminate the 

problem. Created framework´s principles and described features are presented also in figure 

24. To demonstrate its functionality, a case study was conducted.  
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Figure 24: Risk-based asset management framework 
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6 A case study: Risk-based evaluation on distribution network renewal 

investment  

6.1  Background 

To illustrate the created risk-based asset management framework (figure 24), a case study 

was formed. The purpose of this study was to show the benefits of risk-based framework in a 

case where there exists uncertainties. On the other hand, this case conclusively highlights also 

the key areas needing to be developed more in future. One ongoing O&M investment was 

chosen to be evaluated with the framework. The investment proposal represents a real 

renewal case in district heating distribution network in Espoo area. Preliminary cost 

estimation justifies the investment to be over 500 k€. According the investment approval 

process (figure 20), the case was therefore evaluated and handled by asset management team.  

The idea to renew the examined pipeline (later referred as pipeline; in figure 25 thick orange 

line) has its roots in another investment. Recently, one fuel oil fired heat-only boiler was 

renewed and retrofitted into pellet fired boiler (later referred as boiler; blue dot in figure 25). 

The transformation changed the role of that particular boiler dramatically; a former peak load 

boiler would now be used to produce a significant amount of heat. However, the boiler is 

located in a place where it produces more heat energy than is consumed in near areas (red 

areas 1, 2 and 3 in figure 25). Therefore the excess heat must be distributed to other parts of 

the distribution network (red area 4 at the bottom in figure 25). It was realized that the 

pipeline examined in this case is the only large enough pipeline capable for that. Areas 1,2 

and 3 are also feed with three smaller dimension pipelines (thin orange lines in figure 25). 

However, they are too small to transform great amounts of heat energy in and out of the 

areas.  

Few years ago performed network criticality assessment highlighted that the examined 

pipeline is one of the most critical lines in the whole network. Therefore, a failure in that 

pipeline would lead into excessive production losses and possibly in lack of heat distribution 

for some customers. The situation is complicated by the fact that the pipeline is physically 

located deep in the ground under a large motorway; the condition of the pipeline cannot be 

verified with existing data. Similarly in case of failure, the repairing actions are extremely 

difficult to perform which lengthens the failure situation and increases the consequences. 

Before any analysis, the requested status for investment was to be approved and implemented 

as soon as possible. Described situation is presented in simplified figure 25 to illustrate the 

case study. Green lines represent district heating pipelines and small pink dots represent 

customers. 
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Figure 25: Illustrative description of case study 

6.2  Consequence assessment 

As shown in framework (figure 24), significant legal- and EHS prospects should be reviewed 

first. As there exists a risk for customers to face a lack of heat –situation, more precise 

analysis must be conducted. Distribution network calculations showed that if the pipeline 

fails but the boiler will remain available, the heat demand in examined areas 1, 2 and 3 can be 

fulfilled and secured with other pipelines. However, if both the boiler and the pipeline would 

fail / be unavailable at the same time, there would exist a lack of heat distribution for some 

customers. Despite the fact, this risk was seen so marginal by itself that it won´t be enough 

for instant approval. Financial analysis is therefore also needed. 

Financial consequences were calculated as follows. Espoo`s heat production plants were 

ranked in descending order based on their unit production cost. A monthly average heat load 

was calculated which made possible to estimate the amount the boiler would be used. After 

that the heat load in nearby areas was estimated. This amount of heat could be utilized from 

boiler through smaller pipelines if the examined line would be unavailable. The difference 

between these two numbers (produced heat in normal conditions; utilized heat in failure 

situation) is the amount of heat that cannot be distributed from boiler to other areas. 

Respectively, this amount of heat must be produced in some other, more expensive, power 
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plant / boiler. With this data, a monthly production loss costs were calculated for every single 

month inside a yearly cycle. As a result, failure in months with higher load (winter months) 

generated a lot production losses whereas a failure in summer months wouldn´t cause any 

additional costs because the boiler wasn´t running at all. A challenging conditions and 

location of pipeline were the reasons that the estimated time to repair the failure was as high 

as three months. The total production losses would thus be sum costs from three consecutive 

months after the failure occurs. With data from past pipeline failures, possible month 

combinations for failures were weighted with weighting coefficient. Failures occur most on 

times that temperature varies much (heat expansion in steel) leading that the early spring- and 

late autumn months were weighted more than others. Finally as a base situation for failure, 

weighted average costs for pipeline failure inside a year cycle were calculated. To highlight 

the wide scale of possible consequences, the possible maximum production losses were 

chosen the represent the worst (high) situation and the minimum costs the other extreme, the 

best (low) situation. Therefore high, base and low consequence scenarios are created like 

shown in figure 24.   

6.3  Failure probabilities and total risks 

The probability estimation for failure event was more challenging calculation. As mentioned 

earlier, there was no condition data giving a clue of pipelines true condition. Similar types of 

pipelines from same construction years have been in very varying conditions; some pipelines 

hasn´t lasted even 30 years while others are as good as new ones in age of 50 years. There are 

two inspection wells in the pipeline; one in both sides of the motorway. Wells have been 

inspected regularly but conclusive condition report cannot be formed based on the well data. 

In the base case, pipeline is estimated to fail within 10 years. In fast failure (high) –situation, 

the pipeline is expected to fail within five years and respectively in slow failure (low), the 

failure is expected to happen in 20 years. The failure is estimated to be equal probable in 

every single year. These probability scenarios are equal with ones shown in figure 24. 

However, more detailed investigation revealed that some modifications must be performed to 

pipeline latest 2020 because of expanding metro in capital area. Therefore, according this 

information, investing in year 2020 was chosen to be the examined scenario.   

Both the consequences and probabilities have now been estimated with three (low, base, 

high) possible scenarios. The proposal has also a preliminary investment costs estimation. A 

risk-benefit calculation for every scenario can now be performed. A view concerning the lack 

of heat distribution for customers is noted but it is not valued in monetary units. An extremely 

wide scale in total risk sets challenges and uncertainty in calculations. Relations between the 

different monetary costs are presented in table 4 where the investment cost (X) is presented as 

a reference cost where the other costs are scaled into. 
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Table 4: Different costs factors in case example 

Cost factor Size of the cost 

Investment costs X € 

Base (average) additional operative costs in failure situation 1,2*X € 

Minimum additional operative costs if failure occurs in summer 0 € 

Maximum additional operative costs if failure occurs in winter 2,3*X € 

Repair costs in failure situation X € 

Alternative strengthening investment 0,3*X € 

6.4  Investment analysis 

The calculated investment analysis and following actions has two base principles. First, to 

perform the renewal project before the failure occurs in the pipeline and thus avoid the 

additional operative costs. On the other hand, existing pipeline asset should be utilized as well 

as possible and thus too early actions should be avoided. A view that should be concerned is 

the possible deadline for postponing the investment in close future; expanding metro in 

capital area might require to replace parts of examined pipeline in 2020. However, some parts 

of pipeline could still be used. 

Four possible investment alternatives were found as most reasonable and worth to be 

evaluated more precise. As shown also in figure 24, competitive alternatives are important in 

order to find the best alternative from required capital and risk mitigation point of view. As 

the proposal was handed to asset management team, investment´s status was to be approved 

and implemented in 2016. Naturally, this is one alternative. Postponing the investment into 

the future was also proposed to be examined more carefully. At the beginning it was also 

questioned whether the examined case pipeline is needed at all in the system. This third 

alternative to let the pipeline to fail and then be removed revealed fast to be non-sustainable 

solutions in a long run: calculated yearly operational losses pointed out that the case pipeline 

is needed also in the future. As a forth option, an external network investment to strengthen 

the heat distribution in the case area was found. Examined area has three other smaller 

dimension pipelines (thin orange lines in figure 25) in use. It was calculated that increasing 

the size of one external pipeline, distribution in and out of the area could be improved in the 

case of failure situation. This would secure the heat distribution to customers in failure 

situation but would have only a small positive impact on possible operational costs. In 

addition, the case pipeline would have to be repaired anyway if it fails. The strengthening 
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investment seemed to be cheaper alternative compared to proposed solution (table 4). 

However, very soon the strengthening investment turned to be insufficient risk mitigation 

option in a long run: it won´t vanish the problem and has only marginal positive impacts on 

entity. Thus it was declined after the financial review. The two alternatives affecting on the 

investment timing (do now or postpone) were left to be evaluated more precise. 

Final analysis between investing now in 2016 or investing in 2020 was examined 

incrementally. As base case was that the failure will occur within 10 years, every alternative 

was calculated through. This means that in postponing situation failure was estimated to 

happen in 2016, 2017, 2018...2024 and 2025 with equal probability. Weighted average of 

these situations was chosen to represent the final outcome. Of course, failures after 2020 

doesn´t matter, because the investment is already performed. If postponed, the risk exists in 

too greedy approach; the benefits are lost and the operational costs will realize if the line fails 

before the renewal actions. Therefore the probability assessment and the condition data (life-

time estimation for case pipeline) are the key factors in this case. On the other hand when 

investing in 2016, the situation is more simple. Because the investment is performed 

immediately, there are not any possible extra operational costs. Therefore the incremental 

analysis between these two alternatives shows whether the postponing with increased risk can 

be financially justified compared immediate investment decision and risk elimination. This 

calculation between the two alternatives is presented in appendix 2 with additional 

explanations. It can be concluded that longer one believes the pipeline has life-time left, the 

smaller the risk is that it will fail in 2016-2019 which promotes alternative to postpone. On 

the other hand, the shorter one believes the pipeline has remaining life-time, the greater the 

risk is for failure before the 2020. This, again, promotes investment to be performed now in 

2016. Competitive alternatives have now been evaluated according the principles presented in 

figure 24. Alternatives´ risk mitigation capability has also been taken into account which 

helped for example to exclude some alternatives. 

6.5 Uncertainty factors and problem areas 

The investment proposal demonstrated in this case turned out to be very suitable example. 

The perceived uncertainty factors and problem areas can be divided into two category; the 

ones derived from the framework and the others derived from situation. The challenges 

related to RBAM framework are well in line with the ones stated in table 3. As found out 

already in the interviewee study, the probability assessment needs to be developed most. In 

this case, problems occurred in remaining life-time estimation for case pipeline. When the 

existing condition cannot be verified, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the remaining life-

time which leads into troubles in failure probability assessment. The role of condition 

monitoring cannot be underestimated.  

Second, acceptable risk levels should be determined carefully. In this case, there is a 

vacillating boundary to be detected; it is accepted that in case of failure in both the pipeline 

and the boiler, some customers will face a lack of heat distribution in cold time. However, the 
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risk for such combination is astonishingly small. Undefined risk levels lead into situation 

where total risk isn´t reflected into overall accepted levels but to profitability targets; in 

profitable cases the investment is performed and the risk is removed, unlike in non-profitable 

cases. This isn´t eliminating the total risks but only the financially valued risks.  

Consequence evaluation is handled well and reliable results are achieved. In assessing the 

consequences, the failure frequency estimation inside a year cycle was the most insecure 

factor. Again, improved condition- and failure data would provide basis for such evaluation. 

Similarly, risk mitigation evaluation worked well; alternative to strengthen the heat 

distribution within the area revealed to be insufficient solution very early from risk mitigation 

point of view. There were also external problems occurring in the case example. It was 

recognized that the metro expansion in capital area collides with the location where the 

pipeline exists. Therefore the metro construction can set a deadline for renewal actions in 

2020. This might limit the full utilization of the pipeline after 2020 if the condition would 

have allowed it. Respectively, pipeline´s location under the motorway complicates the 

repairing schedule approximations as reference situations are in short. Changes in estimated 

three months project schedule / repair time has major impacts on total risk as production 

losses and repair time are linearly dependent between. 

6.6  Final decision and needed development 

The case example demonstrated that the proposed RBAM framework (figure 24) is useful 

tool in investment proposal evaluation. It is most practical in evaluating the cases where the 

risks are unclear and further analysis are needed. In straight-forward cases analysis such as 

this won´t necessarily add any value for outcome. As seen in this analysis, it requires more 

data to be as accurate as needed. Highlighted problem areas in chapters 4.3.11 and 6.5 turned 

out to be very true at least in this case. Unclear condition of examined pipeline can also be 

seen in final decision. 

As pipelines condition could not be verified, an exact decision could not be formed at this 

point. It can be financially justified that the postponing would be wiser decision if the line can 

be verified to be in good condition with long remaining life-time. However, pipeline´s 

condition must be verified first. Failures in district heating pipelines are most often caused by 

external corrosion. Therefore the external condition monitoring is the one needed in this case. 

NDT (non-destructive testing) examination was decided to be carried out immediately. The 

most critical part of the pipeline, which is located under the motorway, is 50 meters long and 

located between the two inspection wells. The pipeline is placed inside an external concrete 

tunnel. For example camera robots, sewer cameras, ultrasonic testing and many other NDT 

methods could be applied to case. Once the true condition can be confirmed, remaining 

lifetime of the pipeline can be evaluated more precise and the more exact decision of the 

investment schedule can be decided. Such examination doesn´t exclude any options. If the 

condition is confirmed to be poor, renewal actions can be implemented on faster schedule. 

Thus the need for renewal was proven to be correct. On the other hand, if the condition is 
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confirmed to be fair, renewal can be postponed pretty safely first to 2020 and continued after 

that according the existing situation. In best case the pipeline could have life-time left over 20 

years. If postponing decision can be safely executed, financial savings are also achieved. 

After the NDT condition monitoring and the final decision, the results from the case should 

be documented. As an illustrative and example case, this investment proposal was studied 

carefully. The case with its decision data should be added into risk portfolio. Eventually the 

portfolio (similar like presented in figure 23) would help in defining the acceptable risk levels 

and benchmark proposals between each other`s. For example, if three similar cases occurred 

at a same time and only one or two could be executed for financial reasons, proposals could 

be benchmarked equally with RBAM framework. Funds could be targeted to most valuable 

cases. This case study can be introduced in maintenance and TCC organizations to highlight 

the need of reliable and available data. As stated by one interviewee in interview study, 

showing the true facts and gained benefits will help in concept`s implementation and 

eventually convince the doubters. This single case won´t necessarily have effect on the entity 

but it works as an alarm to highlight that something has to be done. Wise decisions within 

acceptable risks levels can help significantly to utilize the assets better, decrease the level of 

committed capital and thus to improve profitability.  
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7 Conclusions 

7.1  Summary of research questions 

The main target for this study was to determine possibilities to perform and develop asset 

management, especially with risk-oriented view, in Fortum´s HESS division. As industry is 

typically very capital-intensive, vast amounts of capital is tied into production assets. 

Improved utilization of both distribution network and production plant assets can have 

significant impacts on operative- and maintenance expenditures. Same presented risk-based 

logic can be used to rank investment proposals by their profitability or to provide capital for 

right objects from the whole system point of view.  

The first research question concentrated on combining the two presented concepts, district 

heating and asset management, together: 

RQ 1: What are the exploited physical asset management practices in district heating and –

cooling business? 

Physical and infrastructure asset management can provide multiple benefits when utilized 

properly in energy industry. Assets in DHC systems are wise to divide into two classes, linear 

and non-linear assets, because of different nature of these entities. Different hierarchies in 

companies lead into different levels also in asset management; managers have other interests 

towards the assets than the maintenance personnel. Most common levels to perform asset 

management are the strategic, tactical and operational levels. In strategic level the asset 

management´s focus should be on defining the strategic lines, future views and optimal 

amount of required capital. Practically in DHC business these things could be statements 

towards future´s fuel- and taxation policy, production structure, long-term goals for asset base 

or large-scale renewal actions etc. Tactical level of asset management in district heating and 

cooling consists of transforming these targets into actions. For example if strategic target is to 

reach production structure consisting on fully renewable fuels, tactical level of asset 

management creates and proposes the most efficient actions to fulfill the need. Finally, the 

operational asset management (also known as O&M organization) implements the decided 

actions. The value, however, is created in middle level tactical actions: there are multiple 

ways to reach the set targets but the value is formed by doing it most efficiently. The middle 

layer is also the level where the asset management team should exists and act according the 

decided principles. There, for example principles of risk-based asset management can be 

executed. 

Asset management can provide a systematic and logical approach to coordinate actions 

related to asset renewal and –maintenance operations in energy business. Most important of 

all, asset management highlights the role of financial aspects and thus can help to improve 

capital expenditure and profitability. The factor separating it most from maintenance 

management concepts is the life-cycle thinking and –optimization. Asset management should 
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provide a more holistic view towards asset related actions compared to maintenance 

management. As systems develop and complicate, asset management needs also to reform 

itself. IoT and increasing amount of live data from power plants and networks are things that 

can revolutionize asset management´s future in energy business.   

The second research question focused on defining the existing and needed asset related 

actions around the Fortum and HESS division:  

RQ 2: How the assets are managed in Fortum and what kind of possible development paths 

asset management has in HESS division? 

An interview study revealed that asset management is very popular concept among the 

interviewees around the company. These asset related actions are not necessarily identified to 

be “asset management” but just normal things to be taken into account in capital- and asset 

intensive industry. Performed actions vary between the units and divisions. Overall, asset 

management, especially its risk-based approach, was seen as a very suitable development 

path in HESS division. The need for such actions was highly emphasized.  

To perform risk-based asset management, several needs were highlighted. To define the risks, 

assessment of both the consequences and probabilities for events are needed. Such evaluation 

requires condition and production data to be as accurate as possible. Therefore the life-time 

estimation for assets and asset systems is very essential in risk-based asset management. 

Similarly, appropriate risk levels and risk acceptance are things to be discussed further. It was 

recognized from the interviews that principles to perform the RBAM existed but few key 

factors need to be developed further to improve the quality of risk analysis. As the proposed 

RBAM solution is new and requires some actions also from other counterparties, it must be 

well implemented to achieve overall approval. Therefore the relevant interfaces were also 

detected. The new TCC organization was identified to be important interface between the 

production function and asset management team. As the principles, needs and the most 

important processes are identified, a precise defining can be conducted. 

The third and last research question discusses of turning the ideas formed in interviews and 

literature review into concrete actions:   

RQ 3: What kind of processes are needed to be defined or developed in order to perform risk-

based asset management in practice? 

The interview study revealed few important matters to be discussed more in detail. Subjects 

like investment approval decisions, the role and position of formed asset management team, 

interfaces with relevant parties and the way to perform the RBAM were found. As a result, 

several processes and frameworks were defined and created. First, investment approval 

process was defined. Process divides the investment proposals according their financial sizes. 

The smaller ones can be evaluated and decided in local organizations with TCC function. The 
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larger and more complex cases again are handled by asset management. Collaboration 

however works in both directions.  

The responsibilities for strategic, tactical and operational asset management were also 

defined. As a result, asset owner, asset manager and service provider were identified to be the 

relevant synonyms, respectively. Owner, in practice the head of division, should define the 

strategy and its targets. Owner should also provide the money for asset renewal actions. The 

manager, practically the asset management team, is responsible for transforming the targets 

into real life actions as wise as possible within the defined frameworks and the budget. 

Service provider, in this thesis known also as O&M personnel (or external contractors), has 

the assignment to fulfill and implement the decided actions as well as possible (in time and in 

budget). As the service providers are in the closest surface with the assets´ itself, they are also 

in charge to produce the reliable data to support upper level analysis. 

Finally, risk-based asset management framework was developed. The model utilizes the 

needs and observations gathered from literature and interviews. The created framework is 

mainly intended to be used to evaluate O&M investment proposals. However, similar idea / 

logic can also be exploited to evaluate other types of investments. The created framework 

was tested with a case example: its purpose was to demonstrate the framework in use and also 

to highlight the needed future development. Overall, the framework worked well: results were 

achieved and expected problem areas turned out to be true. In future, framework can have a 

remarkable value in decreasing and optimizing the maintenance spending.  

7.2  Value for the company 

Increasing trend in maintenance spending has been detected and highlighted as a thing to be 

discussed further. With created processes and frameworks, company can improve actions 

related to asset management. There is a clear need recognized for asset management to 

evaluate incoming investment proposals and challenge them with appropriate actions. As a 

result, capital costs are approved only by few parties in certain scales. This helps scaling the 

single renewal actions into the entire business. The situation would be completely different if 

every business area would have own permission to approve all its proposals; at the end no one 

would have an overall view concerning the entire asset base.  

The interview study helped to benchmark existing and possible practices around the case 

company. Many important observations and features to be discussed were found during the 

interviews. The wide scale in interviewees backgrounds helped to improve and expand the 

defined processes and frameworks. At the same time, processes were designed to serve the 

real needs inside the company.  

Risk-based approach isn´t for sure the easiest way to perform asset management. However, in 

capital-intensive industry with massive and wide asset bases, when applied properly, it can be 

one of the most rewarding ways to do asset management. Based on the need, it can be 
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exploited in two major purposes: ranking the investment proposals by the total risk or by the 

profitability. In case organization and in case example, ranking has been done by 

investment´s profitability. Capital funds are seen adequate to cover the mandatory and needed 

renewal actions. Therefore the selection can be performed between the most profitable 

proposals. The one step more challenging situation would be that available capital funds 

aren´t sufficient to cover all the mandatory asset renewal actions. Therefore the optimization 

should be done inside the investment portfolio according the evaluated total risks. In that 

case, the proposals mitigating most the total risks should be picked up and implemented. In 

future, to evaluate the entire portfolio with RBAM, the basics for a single case evaluation 

must first be improved and become fluent. 

Asset management and presented risk-based approach are very important themes to be 

discussed in a company with a humongous asset base. Chances to avoid renewal actions, 

postpone them, scale the size of actions or target the funds on better targets are immediate 

savings in maintenance costs. Succeeding well (right decisions in right time and in right 

scale) in asset related renewal actions can gain a long-term competitive advantage compared 

to competitors. Most important of all, it is becoming the key factor to survive competitive in 

changing industry.  

7.3  Value for the academia 

In 21th century, asset management has gained ground with PAS and ISO -standardized 

processes. Similarly, many frameworks, models and alternative ways to perform physical 

asset management has been created. Maintenance management concepts are also often 

perceived partially as asset management concepts. Asset management, however, hasn´t 

experienced such massive break-through as could be assumed. Many parties not so familiar 

with asset management have also seen it as a new fashion word while doing business as 

usual. Based on the interviews in this thesis, executed actions are not necessarily identified to 

be “asset management” even though they would. There is an identified need to highlight the 

importance of asset management and show its usefulness. 

Respectively, risk-based asset management hasn´t gained such wide-known position in 

academia compared to concepts. Studies in that field has most been concentrating on other 

types of asset systems (gas infrastructure, electricity infrastructure etc.). Therefore asset 

management studies on underground pipelines and power plants are needed. A large scale 

portfolio-level comparison is one of the few ways to optimize the risk levels and thus value 

the alternatives between. As district heating has a central role in reaching the set climate 

targets and reduce carbon emissions in EU-level (European Commission, 2012), such studies 

are highly needed. In a large, global scale, wise DHC asset renewal actions can save billions 

of euros.  

As shown in this thesis, other companies, countries and even entire continents are also facing 

similar, large-scale asset renewal needs in business and heat market (Department of energy & 
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climate change, UK; 2012: Helen, 2015). In this thesis, however, the main attention is in asset 

and maintenance optimization inside a single company in order to improve profitability. In 

larger scale, such decisions can have huge impacts for national economies. As the created 

model is an overall framework, it can be customized to multiple cases. Therefore the value 

for analysis is created by the user; the framework just provides the guidelines. As every case 

is unique, overall framework is also the only possible solution to handle the situation; a 

specific model would work just in limited amount of cases. Similarly, same principles can be 

exploited by energy utilities all around the world. Performed case example demonstrated well 

the framework being useful in practice when there exists uncertainties in decision-making.  

7.4  Further research 

As the new organization is still finding its practices and routines, the most important thing 

now is to implement and communicate the findings from this thesis. To create a steady stand 

for asset management to operate from, relevant responsibilities should be highlighted and 

informed to interfacing parties. As money is an important driver in the business, capital 

approval limits and practices (see figure 20) have already been informed to counterparties. 

Proposed solution has received overall acceptance and has been understood well. Created 

processes present asset management as an entity and concentrates on defining external 

relations. There are, however, lots of internal views and practices (reporting, KPIs, approval 

reviews etc.) to be dealt and solved inside the team. The internal development is at least as 

important than the external one but the discussion is excluded from this thesis.  

The further research related to risk-based asset management framework has already been 

discussed about. The largest challenges at this point are related to asset´s condition and data  

and acceptable risk levels. Without an extensive data, it is hard to do reliable decisions. Lack 

of condition monitoring causes the problems in probability assessment. Therefore the 

condition monitoring is a thing needing most to be improved. Similarly, acceptable risk levels 

are a thing to be discussed. When evaluation on a single cases has become fluent, a portfolio- 

level optimization should be discussed. This would allow the framework to be utilized in its 

real purpose; highlight the targets needing renewal most and thus optimize the total spending. 

Portfolio-level expansion needs, however, further examination in future.  

It was stated in the interview study that asset management practices and logical reasoning 

should at the end lead into similar results. Doubted, in a single cases this might just work but 

when circumstances and parameters complicate, defined practices are needed. To prove this 

assumption, a portfolio exercise could be performed in the future. After a while, achieved 

results could be benchmarked into another investment portfolio where decision are done in 

some other way. This kind of study could reveal the true value of asset management and its 

practices. 
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APPENDIX I: Examined 39 subjects related to maintenance and asset management 

 

 

No. Subjects in interview 2013 No. Subjects in interview 2014 

1 Asset management policy 1 Asset management policy 

2 Asset management strategy 2 Asset management strategy and 

objectives 

3 Demand analysis 3 Demand analysis 

4 Strategic planning 4 Strategic planning 

5 Asset management plan 5 Asset management planning 

6 Capital investment decision-making 6 Capital investment decision-making 

7 Operations and maintenance decision-

making 

7 Operations and maintenance decision-

making 

8 Whole-life cost and value optimization 8 Life-cycle value realization 

9 Resourcing strategy and optimization 9 Resourcing strategy 

10 Shutdowns, outage strategy and 

optimization 

10 Shutdowns and outage strategy 

11 Aging assets strategy 11 Aging assets strategy 

12 Technical standards and legislation 12 Technical standards and legislation 

13 Asset creation and acquisition 13 Asset creation and acquisition 

14 Systems engineering 14 Systems engineering 

15 Configuration management 15 Configuration management 

16 Maintenance delivery 16 Maintenance delivery 

17 Reliability engineering 17 Reliability engineering 

18 Asset operations 18 Asset operations 

19 Resource management 19 Resource management 

20 Shutdown and outage management 20 Shutdown and outage management 

21 Fault and incident response 21 Fault and incident response 

22 Asset rationalization and disposal 22 Asset decommissioning and disposal 

23 Asset information strategy 23 Asset information strategy 

24 Asset knowledge standards 24 Asset information standards 

25 Asset information systems 25 Asset information systems 

26 Asset data and knowledge 26 Data and information management 



APPENDIX I: Examined 39 subjects related to maintenance and asset management 

 

 

27 Contract and supplier management 27 Procurement and supply chain 

management 

28 Asset management leadership 28 Asset management leadership 

29 Organizational structure and culture 29 Organizational structure 

30 Competence and behavior 30 Competence management 

31 Criticality, risk assessment, and 

management 

31 Risk assessment and management 

32 Contingency planning and resilience 

analysis 

32 Contingency planning and resilience 

analysis 

33 Sustainable development 33 Sustainable development 

34 Weather and climate change 34 Management of change 

35 Asset and systems change management 35 Assets performance and health 

monitoring 

36 Assets, systems performance, and health 

monitoring 

36 Asset management system monitoring 

37 Management review, audit, and 

assurance 

37 Management review, audit, and 

assurance 

38 Accounting practices 38 Asset costing and valuation 

39 Stakeholder relations 39 Stakeholder engagement 



APPENDIX II: Incremental cash flow analysis: investing now compared to reference (postpone to 2020) alternative 

 

 

 

 

1. If investment would be 

performed in 2016, it creates a 

negative cash flow for 2016 

compared to postpone 

scenario (performed 2020)… 

2. ...therefore expected average risk 

costs for pipeline failure in 2016-

2019 would be saved for sure…  

3. ...and investment costs in 2020 would 

also be saved (because investment is 

already performed in 2016). There are also 

small differences in depreciation which 

however has no impact on entity... 

4. ...as a result., incremental cumulative 

change in this scenario shows that investing 

now in 2016 would generate positive cash 

flow compared to postpone. Risk costs in 

2016-2019 define most the profitability 

order between these two alternatives. Size 

of these costs is defined by the remaining 

life-time. Pipelines condition and remaining 

life-time must be confirmed!  


